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Calloway County Fair Is
Best In Many Years
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR CI'vER HALF A CENTURY
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The Calloway C unt Fair, now
•s every inin its second day.
e of ,the bigdication of being
gest and best fairs to be staged
here in many years. At the official opening yesterday it was evia
dent that the entries in every department are showing' the variety
fair
and quality which make a
great. Although it will be impossible to determine, the winning exhibits to any extent until after the
fair closes tomorrow, there are
numerous hopefuls for every prize
on the fair's lengthy premium list.
Amateur Skew
Featured for tonight is a special
amateur hour contest for all high
schools in the counte„... This show
will take place at the -Robertson
Loose Leaf Floor. The Outland Associatidn barn near the railroad is
also being used by the fair board
in staging some exhibits.
business
Merchants and other
men and interested citizens of Murray have been liberal in their donations to make possible the CalLoway County Fair as a red letter
event of the year in our great
county.
The following is a list of the
names of the donors. It is altogether possible that some names
may be omitted from this list since
some donors left their contributions
as a deposit with the bank and the
management of the Fair may not
yet have had time to clear with
these records. If ay donors'
names fail to appear here beldw,
please notify any of the. directors
and corrections will be made in a
later publication.
Dames
H B .Bailey the Jeweler. Porter
Motor Co.. Freed Cotham Tin Shop.
R.' W. Key. Love's Studio. Man
„Churchill Funeral Home. Dill Illoat
Co. Shell Oil Co W 0 Vaullin.
Seiburn White. Western Auto Associate Store. Wilkersen-Dimn Barber Shop. A. B. Beale & Son, Economy Supply and Hardware Co..,
Jones Drug Co.. Jones & Lassiter.
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co. T.
0. Turner. Kroger Grocery and
Baking Co.
Murray Fashion Shoppe. Taylor
Implement Co.. Murray Milling
Co.. Dale & Stubblefield. Frazee.
Melugin & Holton. Calloway County Lumber Co.. Western Kentucky
Stages. Ledger & Times. Wallis
Drug Co.. Graham & Jackson. Berry Insurance Agency, Douglass
Hardware Co., Economy .Grocery.
Electric Service Co.. Lucas Shoe
Shop, Jones Cleaners, Purdom
Hardware Ch., Johnson Appliance
Co.. W Z,, Caster. Hum Flower
Shop, Hatchett's Grocery, Dr. C It
Jenes, Gladys Scott Shop. Lerman
Bros.. Murray Marble Works, Frank
Pool Coal Co., I. T. Waldrop.
Rudy Hendon. Paschall Cleaners.
Boggess Produce Co.. White Front
Grocery, Triangle Inn. Dunn Service Station, John G Ryan. George
Upchurch. Adams Shoe Store. Murray Livestock Co.,. Parker Seed
Co'. Murray Hosiery' Mills, A. G.
Outland & Co. Calloway County
Soil Improvement Association. E.
G Hendon. J. E Littleton & Co.
Burman,Parker. Long's Bakery.
Day de Hite Lunch. main Street
Motor Sales, H. E. Jenkins Plumte
ing Co.. Houston-McDevitt Clinic
Hospital. Dr. R. M. Mason, Dr. A.
D Butterworth, Stokes-Billington
Motor Co.. Parker Bros. Garage.
West End Grocery, crass Furniture
Co., Ross Feed - Co.. Jeffrey's, Farmers' Tractor and Implement Co..
Wm R Furches. 138 Taxi, Holland
& Hart. Corn Austin Co. Tucker &
Baucum. Adams & -Kennedy.
Calloway Oil Co.. J N Ryan.
Johnnie Parker Service Station.
Noel Melugin Service Station, Ralph
and
Dr. Ora Mason. Red
White Service Station. Cecil Walker Service Station, Doran Lange
Leaf Floor.. Max Hurt Growers
Loose Leaf Floor. Murray ,Insurance Agency. Gholson-Trevathan
•Reolty Co,, Murray Auto Parts, J.
H. Shackelford. National Hotel,
Draper de Darwin.
Bank of Murray, George Hart.
Bus Station Lunch. Bales Body
Shop. Tolley's Fond Market. Jesse
Boone
Johnson,
Laundry
and
• Cleaners. J. T. Wallis & Son. Calloway County Fainen Foods Locker, ,Munday' Equipment Co.. Kirk
A . Pool, Calloway Monument Co..
,I. E. Owen. N. P. Hutson, Peoples
Savings Bahk.
National Stores, Ray Cable. Wilkeighby & Barnett. Whiteway Barber Shop. Collegiate Inn, Murray
Feed Store. Mrs A d. Woods.
(Continued on Page 4)
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JOHN FETTERMAN JOINS
STAFF OF LEDGER & TIMES
----John Fetterman. son of Mrs. J.
L. Fetterman, Danville. Ky., has
joined the staff of the Ledger
and Times, in a news •riting capacity.
Mr. Fetterm
attended
Murray State T ch Is College
the two years imm i tely preceding World War II, od attended
one years after its completion. He
is a veteran, having been with
the Navy for 3,2 years.
He has taken all courses in
journalism offered by the college
under Prof. L. J. Hortin.
Mr. Fetterman is married and
has his home at 711 West Main.

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, September 19, 1946

Named Department Local Restaurant j Funeral Services
For James 0. Cain
Head At College
Operators Await To
Be Held Here
OPA-Instructions
Funeral services for ames Orvii Cain, 38, wi I be held at the
Murray Church f
hrist on Saturday. Septem r 1. Cain died

As late as Wednesday of this
week. Murray restaurant operators
word
had received no official
from the OPA regarding the set
back of some menu prices to the
June 30 levels.
The OPA order supposedly ordered immediate restoration of the
June 30 price ceilings for restaurant meals and individual
menu
items in, which meat is the major
ingredient.
Since September 9. restaurant
ceilings for these items have been
"frozen': at prices which were in
effect during the week ending
August 1. This was prior to reestablishnlent of retail meat ceilings.
Most
Murray restaurants are
awaiting official instruction from
OPA authorities before pulting
MISS RUBY SIMPSON
action
the "rollback" of
Miss Ruby Simpson, formerly into
head of home economics at Fur- p: ices which is estimated at about
man University, Greenville, S. C., 10 per cent
is the new head of the home ecoMurray
nomics department at
State College, Preside t Woods
announced recently,

STOPS AT EXPIRATION

PAGES
TWO
SECTIONS

Section One, 6 Pages
I
varrodard Pr.n/ine Co
120-230 S. First St
Zone 2
DA 1 t
Vol. XVI;

•

No. 38

Holland's Tigers to Open Grid Season
With Princeton Here Tomorrow Night
probable Lineup

May Keep
Ken Slaughter
On Bench

Injury

complica ons
Wednesday
from
afternoon at the Molly Stark SanNO. MURRAY
WT.
POS.
WT. PRINCETON NO.
itarium, Canton, Ohio, following
52 ALEXANDER
138
L.E.
135 WILLIAMSON
41
an extended illness.
The body
will arrive in Murray tomorrow
66 WILSON
212
215 GRAY
L.T.
The Tigers of Murray High
49
night and will remain at the home
School will give thel,r. first exhi58
('ABLE
155
L..G.
140 HOUSEMAN
53
of his mother. Mrs. Jennie Starks,
bition of what Murray pigskin
Murray Route 2, until the funeral
fans are in for this season when
67 BAKER
151
170 WALKER
55
•
hour.
they raise the curtain on the 1946
60 THURMAN
148
R.G.
He had previously operated a
142 MAYS
48
SEASON TICKETS
business In
Canton
with his
40 HALE
219
R.T.
145 CARTWRIGHT 52
Coach Holland has announced
brother, John Cain, until the latthat the fee remaining season
ter's death in June 1946.
55 MOSER
157
R.E.
142 HOGAN
54
tickets for Tiger home games
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
61 PACE
will go on sale at the Wallis
144
Q.B.
136 MARTIN
Omega Cain; father, Jeff Starks.
57
Drug store Friday morning.
Murray Route 2; mother, Mrs.
53 FERGUSON
167
L.H. „,,
135 FRANKLIN
61
The tickets are good for five
Jennie Starks, Murray Route 8;
home games and will sell at
two sons, Franklin and Jerry Don
69 GILES
153
R.H.
145 ROWLAND
56
$3.30.
Cain; four sisters, Mrs. Polly
54 MELUGIN
192
F.B.
163 MORGAN
Bailey, Murray; Mrs. Ruby Travis,
so grid season at the high school toCalloway County; Mrs. Gracie
--a morrow night against the untried
Hughes, Puryear. Tenn.; and Mrs.
Princeton eleven.
Lucille Heath; one brother. A. P.
Local quarterbacks rate HolPaducah; one
Cain,
stepsister,
land's aggregation as too big and
Mrs. Genie Tremble,' Hardin; and
fast for the visitors but are a little
three stepbrothers, Hal Starks,
d ree from
She has the B
cautious due to the upsets already
Marshall County, Authur Starks,
Alabama College, M t vette, Ala.,
reported
in Western Kentucky
.
Detroit.
Raymond
Mich.. and
W. P. Williams, president of the
from Iowa
and the master's deg
play. Tip Downing, former star
Starks, Marshall County.
Tennessee-Kentucky Broadcasting
State College, and has recently
at Western Teachers, is the new
Burial will be at Coles Camp
Company, announced this week
requirements
course
completed
mentor at Princeton and his brand
The annual Woodmen of the Ground on Saturday.
the application of the corporation
and preliminary examinations for World Uniform Rank
of ball is still a mystery. PrinceEncampto operate a broadcasting station
the Ph.D. degree at Ohio State ment, held at Myrtle Beach, S. C.,
ton will also be trying to avenge
in Paris. Tennessee on a 1340
University.
the 20-6 clawing handed out by
from September 9 to September
Even as the twenty odd top
wave-length has been withdrawn
the tigers last year.
She succeeds Miss Ruth Sexton 12, was attended by two Calloway
Nazi leaders, who stood as dewithout prejudice.
With second stringers crowding
fendents before the four power who has asked for a leave of ab- Camps. The camps making the
At a meeting of the shareholdstarters all up and down the line
Nurnberg, sence on account of ill health. If trip were Murray Camp No. 592
tribunal at
military
Luke
Lee
Knight.
Murray
Negro up.
held in
Funeral services will be .held ers of the corporation
Holland is still undecided as
await the verdict of that court. her health improves, Miss Sex- and Hazel Camp No. 138.
arrested last Thursday for quesas
Approximately 36 camps from at 2:30 p.m. today for Mrs. Alice Paris last week a resolution
to who will answer the first whisthe great presses of the United ton will rejoin the faculty as a
tioning in the death of Nahon
nine different states were repre- Barber Alderson, 72, Hazel, Route adopted to dissolve the corporatle tomorrow night. Ken SlaughStates Government Printing Of- member of the department.
Tharpe, appeared for examining
sented at the encampment
ter. 185 pound war veteran, has
Pri- 2. at the Locust Grove Baptist tion and surrender the charter
fice at Washington are already
trial
before
Judge
Pink
G.
Curd
mary purpose of the event was fo Church. The deceased, a member granted last January.
been held dn the sidelines this
Impressing their words and the
last Saturday, SeptemBer 14 and
Locust
ove
week with an injury but kick-off
teach drill teams to put on W.O.W. of the
Baptist
Reasons given for withdrawing
evidence of their probable guilt
was bound over to the November
Church. died Wedn
ay following the application were that informatime may find him starting at
drill work. .
in permanent volumes for all the
term of Circuit Court. He is beMurray members making the a year-long par ysis. Services tion had been received that, a dayeither end or fullback.
wortd--to see.
ing held in the Calloway County
by Bro. J. H. tune station will be granted a
trip report that the encampment will be condu te
The mass of documentary eviThe Murray probable line up
jail without bond facing charges
was a great success and that they Thurman.
permit to operate in Paris and the of
dence collected by the American
will weigh about 166, an ap'willful murder.
Beside her hsYtband, A. W. Al- company did not want a permit
enjoyed one of the best times they
and British prosecuting staffs inproximate 18 pound advantage
The arrest of Knight by county
derson. Hazel. she is survived by for a second station there.
Organized
effort to
promote had experienced in some time.
cluding the material relative to
over
Princeton. Captain
Billy
climaxed
offiriaLs
a
four
day
Those attending from. Murray thiae daughters. Mrs. Fred Tuckthe trial, fills eight volumes which highway safety in Kentucky will
Williams stated htat he had re- search which started Sunday. Sep- Thurman will run the squad from
Ky.,
er.
Calhoun,
Mrs
were
R.
discussed
Rumfelt
James
F.
(Captain),
at
be
C.
2:00
o'clock
on
are to be made available to the
his right guard post and quarterceived strong support for his ap- tember 8,
vehien,Tharpe, colored
general public for $18 per set September 24 when the recently Porter Holland. R. B. Holland, Brown, Hazel, and Mrs. C. W. plication in Murray as well as
backing duties will probably fall
wails
farmhand,
.
fatally
wounded
•Denham.
Haut]
Lloyd
one sister, Mrs. Paris doe tis the /net- the comMcKeel, J. A. McCord, Ted
through the Superintendent of appointed Governor's State Co-orto Billy Pergerson. reported the
by
a
shotgu6
blast
on
the
farm
Documents. Government Printing dinating Committee for Highway Edwards, Thomas Wilkinson. Ron- J. E. Taylor, Clinton, Ky.; one pany. had intended to serve Murof (his Robertson west of Mur- Tiger's most dangerous back.
Safety meets, J. Stephen Watkins. nie Rumfelt, Bobby Rumfelt, Joe brother. Ira Barbet'. Murray, and ray with a stuido here to be
Office, Washington, D C.
Officials for the fray will be
ope- ray. Sheriff Patterson said at the
Commissioner of Highways and Pat Smith, Castle Parker, Bill two grandchildren.
rated by remote control. H. ex- time of the arrest that the fugitive Bennett, referee: Maddox. umpire
Available To All
Burial will be in the Murray pressed his appreciation
Lexie BogGoering and Hess, von Papen, Chairman of tilt group, announced Pogue T C
for this, had been hiding in the fields west and Williams head linesman.
• city cemetery.
The Committ
is com- gess
support and his desire to release of Murray since the shooting. The
von Ribbentrop. Schacht and the today.
all those who have dffered to sup- weapon 'believed used in the slayothers, wrote letters and notes on posed of Mr. Watkies. as chairport the application in any way. ing was found hidden near Tri
their conferences in their work of man Ben J. Brumleve, Director
enslaving the continent of Europe. of the Division of Motor TransporIt is reported that the Paris per- City.
Now three letters and notes. taken tation: Dr. P. E. Blackerby. Commit for a day-time station will be
missioner
of
Health;
Orville
M.
from captured Nazi files. will be
granted on a 710 wave-length, that FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
available in English translation for Howard. Commissioner of Reveequipment has been purchased and GENERAL COUNCIL HEARS
The following article appeared
nue:
John
.S.
Brown.
Director
of
all to read and ponder over the
ligion, labor, agricultural activi- that the owners expect to have the REV. L. 0. LEFT TUESDAY
in the August 8 issue of the Wincoldness, the hardness, the bru- Education in the Department of
station
in
operation
before the
ties, public interest, health and
der News published in Winder,
tality which tht se Nazi conspira- Welfare and Colonel John Baker
The General Council met at the
industries. We believe there is a end of the year.
of the Kentucky Highway Patrol.
Georgia. Mr. Settle will manage
tors used to gain their ends.
First
Christian Church on the
wealth
talent
of
available
local
the new Belk-Settle firm opening
"The Committee was appointed
JOE WARD LEAVES TO ENTER afternoon of September 17 at
Two volumes of the eight volto
we
use
here
propose
it
and
in Murray soon:
by Governor Willis to make a
PHILADELPHIA ART SCHOOL 230 o'clock. Rev L. 0. Leet gave
ume set have already been printthorough survey leading tE the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed F. Settle have
Plans _for providing Mu ay with This station, if granted, is to be
.
(Continued on Page 4)
a
very
talk
interesting
on
the
first
prevention of accidents .on our an efficient civic-consci s radio a local station for use of local incompleted plans for leaving WinJoe
Ward,
son
of
three
Beatitudes.
Mrs Ethel
The services der and
highways", Mr. Watkins said. "It station and bringing
Murray terests."
moving to Murray, KenLaasiter of Murray,
nt a two for • September 22 were discussed. tucky,
If the station is approved, the
is a part of the over-all plan of long overdu
where they will establish
recogniti
week vacation with
Services
rs.
will
begin
at
Lassiter
9:30
a.m
in
the national conference on street "birthplace o radio" a e still be- Veterans organizations and other
Mr
Settle will be
and friends in M ray. He was the church auditorium concluded residence.
and highway safety, similar com- ing pushed b the mu ray Broad- worthwhile organizations plan to
taken into the Belk chain as a
formerly emp y
by
in
a
basket
dinner
the
art
at
the
declub
mittees having been appointed in caating Com
company. use broadcasting time which has
member of the firm of Belk-Settle
y
partment of he Baptist Sunday house.
each state.
Company in that city which he
headed by be I atti ney George been offered free of charge by the
School
Boar
Nashville.
Tenn.
Refreshments were served with will actively manage.
-Activities
will
be
ounced that company. Plans have also been
directed E. Overbey, h
Mr. Ward ler ast Monday to en- group
three as hostesies.
toward safety education. sale de- its application
Mr. and Mrs. Settle came to
i permit has made to provide leased wires to
ter
the
Philadelphia
The X-Ray Trailer Unit of the sign and construction
Museum
Winder nine years ago from Laof highways, been accepted by he FCC for fil- insure rapid and complete news
School of Art in Philadelphia. Pa.
e Health Department will be proper and adequate enforcement ing
M. A. OLIVER AND SON
Grange, Georgia, where he was asand that a Commission hear- coverage for thee station. The valarked at the southwest corner of of traffk• regulations.
He is a graduate of Murray High OPEN GROCERY IN HAZEL
sistant manager of the GallantIt is poss- ing is expected to be scheduled ue of such a station to the people
the square in Murray for two days, ible that sub-committees may be
School
and
the University of KenMr M A. Oliver and son have Belk Company. Upon arrival he
of Murray and Calloway County
for late in September
starting tomorrow, to provide free appointed to direct
tucky, where he majored in art. opened a new grocer
ore in assumed managership of the local
the various Competitioir*For 1340 k.c.
would be immeasurable.
of
the
Murray phases of this effort".
residents
x-rays to
Hazel
They have
stock prac- store here and has seen it grow
In
fact
view
that
of
there
the
and Calloway County.
Itisi Quava Clar
commerce tically every in
n the line of from a small store to its present
has been such an enthusiastic reteacher in Grayvil
Recent figures released by a War DR. RALPH H. WOODS TO
High School, groceries th
n be secured.
enlarged and beautiful quarters.
sponse by the people of Calloway
Grayville. Ill..
Department •official indicate that SPEAK AT WKFLA MEETING ,
t the most of
Both Mr.
liver and his son During !he war years he was manCounty to the possibility of a local
last
week
at
he
Kentuckians
8.802
were killed in
home on South were born and reared near Hazel ager of the Monroe store and at
Dr Ralph H Woods, president broadcasting station, it is urgent
Sixteenth street, with an attack They invite their friends to come the time of his
battle or died of wounds- or dis- of Murray State Teacher? College.
resignation was
that this permit be approved. Two
ease during the 56 months of the will be the principal speaker at
Murray was The scene of a per- of laryngitis.
— in and visit them.
supervising
the
companies.
broadcasting
Lawrenceville
other
Second World War. During the the next quarterly meeting of the
ple,xing' jurisdictional dispute yesstore.
both of Paris. Tenn., have .also
When Lester Nanney.
same period of 56 months a total Western Kentucky Purebred Liveterday.
The
Gallant-Belk Company here
submitted requests and are' exof 7.997 Kentuckians died of tu- stock Association in Hickman Fri- pected to be heard at the same county court clerk. drove up to
is the recipient of much good will
berculosis
the
imwith
courthouse
a
quail
day, Septethber 27, at 7 p.m. in meeting with the Murray Broadon the part of the public due in
Tuberculosis, in "'ken
ky is the Young Men's Business Club casting Company. There is only paled on the door handle of his
no small measure to the vast
"Squatters" Ousted
car (and quail hunting being out
more deadly than war and the room.
Thunderjet Sets Record
amount of advertising Mr. Settle
one 24-hour channel available(I340
people of Calloway County are
Mayor George Hart is president on the diall for Calloway County of season) there was talk of proshas sponsored in promoefon of
London—Britain's
CommunistMuroc, Calif.—The Army anecution. Naneey. not realizing the
urged to avail themselves of this of the association and G B Scott
War Bond, Red Cross, 11S0, Comand Henry County, Tenn. -When
led "luxury squatters" bowed be- nounced
Tuesday that a Republic munity Chest, Army
quail was still with him. left the
opportunity .to have free x-rays is director from Calloway CounRecruiting.
the O.K. is Elven to one company
fore court and
police
opposition
made
ty
(Continued on Page 4)
it will mean 'that the chances of evidence on the court square for this week and began to evacuate .XP-84 Thunderjet has been timed
all
the
world
to
see.
'
'the other two of ever having a
-11
the apartment buildings they com- unofficially at 619 miles an hour
Sheriff Pat erson hastily ruled mandeered 10
full-time station are practically
days ago in a re- and officially at 611. The latter
nil. Thus, there is a possibility that the case was out of his juris- volt against the Government's
is."an Americeib record. The runs
that the "birthplace of radio" may dictien and refused to go on re- .housIng progray.
were made a week ago on a windcord
concerning
it.
Otis
Loving,
find itself unable to broadcast on
Dozens moved out of the Ivan- lees day at the Muroc Army Air
a suitable channel for years to quarterly court clerk, was de- hoe Hotel in Bloomsbury, and a
Base.
A drive to collect tinfoil hir the by the patients af this has not come. There is also a strong pos- manding justice and looking for spokesman for 300 squatters enFurther tests of the Thunderjet
game warden J. 0 Reeves Reeves trenched
a
"day-i
request
sibility
for
that
a
Fred Shultz. district governor
in the Duchess of Bed- will be made nil two weeks at the
Kosair Crippled Children's Hos- already been done), then it is
could not be reached for .a statelight
station,
to
similar
dark"
to
ford House in fashionable Ken- Muroc base The plane is power- of 43 K. • announces that a repital at Louisville. Ky.. Is now be- melted and tnoulded into novelties
at Mayfield, will
be ment. •
sington said they would "all march ed by General F ,ectirc TG-180 en- gional meeting which will be at-ef all sorts. These are on sale WKTM
ing conducted in Murray
The daily at the hospital
It was reported that Nanney, in out together" on Friday, tipping
tended by the two deputy district
and at the granted a third Paris company in
gines.
drive, sponsored by the Murray spring and fall ceremonials of Ko- the Immediate future. This could case of trial, expects to base his for "humane consideration"' from
governors, zone chairmen, club sec•
Lodge 105 F. & A.M
mean that Paris would operate two defense, on the* argument that the public authorities. •
and
the sair Temple, Shrine.
retaries. and presidents aiong with
Murray Star Chapter 433 OF S.,
visiting Lions from several other
•
.Money thus obtained is put into stations while Murray is excluded freak heel was no larger than his
Clayton Objects To
will result in a great deal of hap- a special fund, which is used to from the ate.
bag during the regular hunting
clubs in this relon wilt meet with
Wallace Speech
A.F.L.
Sumen
Back
piness to 11lot of crippled • chil- help ,buy braces for convalescent Public Responsibility
season.
the Murray Lio s Cluj at the regAFL seamen and longshbremen
Ass'. ing in the collection.
Washington-- Undersecretary of ular meeting ntat
dren.
.patients.
Aware of , the tremendous re,/esday evenState
went
Bo
Cubs
back
Scouts
William L. Clayton has 'chal- init. Attorney 4.
of
to work stoking and
and
are tte
Hundreds of empty cigarette sponsibility to the public in ope- DEATH CLAIMS MRS. LEE
en Rhoads of
Murray and the Calloway Chap- packages are digearded in Murray rating such a
loading ships Tuesday in the first lenged the wisdom and prudence Henderson. Ky.
Murray BOtEN LATE YESTERDAY
station.
..
11 give the adter of the Red Cross.
break
in the 13-day maritime of personal foreign-policy state- dress
• ---- every day. If only a fraction of Broadcasting Company has outof the
evening.
Lion
but the C.E.O. National ments by Government officials.
Funeral s vices for Mrs Lee strike.
Murray Scouts and Cubs will the tinfoil discarded in Kentucky lined its general amis on a long
Rhoads is deputy district governor
He acknowledged, in effect that of Region Two, of District 43-K.
Bolen who, died late yesterday Maritime Union still had at least
make daily collections throughout each year could find its way to range basis.
illness, 75 per cent of the world's greatest the State ,Department by itself
Mr. Overbey in summing up the following Nan extended
the city to collect the tinfoil and the hospital, the
Brace
Fund
The ,Murray Lions Club
hag
merchant fleet tied to its moor- would 'be helpless to, act should about 76 members and about 40
completed.
everyone is asked to save all would likely grow to the point intentions of Murray Broadcasting have not
ings.
Secretary
of COmmerce Henry A. visiting Lions will swell the atServices ar
entatively planned
cigarette packages until a Scout where it would pay for all braces Company to the Ledger Si Times
The move at once eased the Wallace or other Government of- tendance for the evening
said. "We will endeavor, to' the to be held in ènton.
or Cub calls fie- it.. The drive needed.,
well
Mrs. Bolen was a resident of shipping crisis and eliminated the ficials persist in presenting pub- above the hundred mark. This
A very little cooperation from best of our abilities, to maintain
will eontinue until Saturday, October 12.
her threat of violence raised when licly views conflicting with those will be a big evening for th• MurtN•• citizens,of Murray may mean a well-balanced program at all Calloway , County, having
When the foil reaches the hos- Vat another crippled child will times, including broadcasting of home near Almo on the Kirksey the AX.L. 16adeis decided to Laid down by Secretary of State ray Lion, and the other clubs of
•
crack ttle C.I.O. picket lines.
James F. Byrnes.,
pital it is removed from the paper
programs devoted to education, re- road.
this region.
e

U. S. TO PRINT
NAZI DOCUMENTS
FOR WORLD TO SEE

e..

Request For Radio
Permit Withdrawn
By W.P. Williams

Fourteen From
Murray Attend
W.O.W. Meeting

German Plan of
World Conquest
Is Translated

Alderson Services
To Be Held Today

LUKE LEE KNIGHT
TO FACE GRAND
JURY FOR MURDER
Colored Farmhand
Held In Slaying
Of Nathan Tharpe

Committee Named,
By Governor For I
Highway Safety

•

t

Settles To Make
Home In Murray

PLANS ARE GOING AHEAD
ON MURRAY RADIO STATION
MBC Expects Fight
Over 24-Hour
Channel

State X-Ray Unit
Will Be Here To
Help Combat TB

Local Hunter Pulls
One For.The Books

WORLD NEWS TOLD IN BRIEF

Tinfoil From Murray May Help
Another Crippled Child Walk

Lions Will Hold
Regional Meeting at
Murray Tuesday
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- Farm
PricaSOf
Products Reach
Peak in Kentucky

No.
the founders of this nation, that
today for Chicago to resume her
God gave the capacity to rule
•••••••••••"0~44
poww•••••••~".•••
Instudiftt at the Chicago Art
themselves. ,,and by self-governImproved
stitute.
et
ment te.) bring forth a constantly
While on their vacation Mr arid . Mr. and Mrs. H. L Carter, Jr.
iEd. Note: Letters to the edi- improving social structure.
of
Jr
Mrs. Homer Moho!land
tors are welcomed from anyone.
:aid daughter left today for GreenInternal:wt.:1
America must.save 'democracy.
Clarksville. Tenn . spent a few ville. N. C.. where- Mr Carter will
These letters must be limited to
Ours is the opportunity and the
days with Mr_ and Mrs .1,.e Mor- teartrin the music dapariment of
150 words. are subject to editing.
Prices of farm productsain Kenduty to rescue meo from slavery.
ton. 912 Sycamore street Mr Mao the college there
and most be signed by the writer.
tucky reached an all-time high in
that
therefore,
imperative
is
It
I) D.
holland is Connected a-ith the
its HAROLD I-. LUNDQUIST,(1,1,-ago,
Unsigned letters will not be print- Americans learn and learn quick- July,. following expiration of the
04
SC:: Mary- Miller.. daughter of
01 The Moody Bible Institute
Greyhound Bus.-Line
Retested by Westein News;,,i,er Union
Letters to the editor do not ly to recognize enemies ot democ- Emergency Price Control Acl. An
ed
Mr. and Mrs Harry Miller, left
Mrs Sam T. Crow:1rd of Oak Sunday for Ltoungtote Where she
neetasarila reflect the opinions of'
prices of products other
racy and to use all of their in- index of
computed by the
this newspaper.>
Ridge. Tenn is visiting Mrs. T 0. will attend the latuversity of
fluence to help people that do not than tobacco,
22
t
The Cowards., Kentucky
Turner this week
University of Kentucky Experibe
practical
must
We
understand.
Government
self
Choice:
Our
lived in Murray
ment Station, reached 167 in midhad' E N Gordon and Oran Ligon
1.efsun litlbste la and Seriptute tests se- Uunder God's Law, or Compulsory and make freedom work, so that
years and had on :gportment with were married by Judge Curd this
whey an average for the
July.
It.cied dna eatayrighted by Internauonal
then,
home,
at
desired
be
will
it
Council of Relteious Education: Used by Government Without God
Mr Ceword was o week
was 100. This ex1921-1929
the Turners
years
un.ennsfiwii.
spread
It seems that most people have by example and influence,
foreman with the TVA in -the
ceeds by eight points the previous
Mrs. Sally Ann Crisham, of
abroad.
this
a.
mash
that
God
forgotten
It sha AND THE LAW OF THE
January, 1920,
clearing of the valley.. Mr COW- Maid., is el-lung her parents.
The meeting Sunday September record of 159 in
world, and as long -1; man will
STRANGER
ard ia good frini,r- joint)* the Mr and Mr. 1 D
and is four_ times the'low point of
of.
have peace 8, at the First Baptist Church of
can
we
it,
Him
rimlet
town of Oak Ridge just across Murray. Route 2
40 touched in March, 1923.
and happiness. If we rebel and our city was a sad affair for the
LESSON TEXT-Exodus 22:21-23;
A sharp' rise in prices took
Clinch River.
Louella
Bectdoe
be
Mrs R E
will
if
alikar
the
Bui,
teio,1,3•11N 24 14, 15: Matthew 25:34-41
church.
try to set up for man to 11111 it
between June and July with
place
MEMORY SELECTION - The King
is nailing September 28
Mrs. Recta; Di ye of Louisville is Houston
pew
a
democratef
shall attswer and say unto them. Verily WithOU%ppOd we can only expect the beginning
of 0.P.A.4"controls
termination
the
e Asking hei parents. Mr and Mrs fit Chin..
join her huglsand
1 say unto you. Inasmuch as ye have confusion and war. All contries ic order in the church, the meetthe-t• rela- al ii a -tat cued there
F lends
✓ C Bueh.iat' id
ilut.e it unto one of the least of these have come to the cross road, they ing will not be in vain, if the and the elimination of subsidyo
iou hrcthren ye have done it unto me.payments on lambs, cattle, butter/
e fol.
tives.
mos write Mrs Beddov it
will either set up a government leaders and members will not let
Matthew 2340.
and milk. Strong demand result
cncral
may
correct.
God
it.
PVT Bitty Joe ;how,. son of lowing address: "S S
exercise
to
by men, disciplined
in record-breaking prices tot
egident
American
The Baptists Churches in Cal- ed
Mr and Mr, Lowell Jones of Gordon".
There is as much need today freedom on their own account, unwhich are in comparaproducts
Calif
F7..1I1C7,C,,
San
Line
at.
organized
so
stationed
are
County
was
Kirksey. who
for the words of counsel and ad- der God's laws, without any other loway
supply, such as meat
short
tively
Grand Island. Nebr.. left Monmonition regarding strangers which restrictions of government, than through the cooperative program
Other products, such as
By RUSSELL DYCHE, Director Kentucky State Parks
we find in our lesson, as there was are necessary to a free social or- that there is not a spiritual atmos- animals.
day. September 7. by plane for
relatively
are
potatoes, which
Falls. Mont. enroute to
Great
Newest acquisition, and surely destined to becofne one of Ken- ine days of Moses, for there der. or have a government by the phere in the churches. Anybody
in
actually dropped
sa is-fa be an almost somplete strictly inforced compulsions of that is educated and has any com- abundant.
tucky's finest and most popular, is Carter Caves State park in NorthAnchorage. Alaska.
to July.
eastern Kentucky, about half-way betWeen Grayson and Olive Hill and
breakdown' of neighborliness both men over ,other men, who hold mon sense at all can put on a pro- price from June
Miss Clara Nelle Cunningham
Prices of Kentucky farm prothirty miles front Ashland. Its 1.200 acres were putchaaed for $40,between nations and individuals.
Is spending two ao-eks with Capt
that joeople are unfit for freedom gram, but just anybody cannot ducts already were on the upraised through popular subscription as a project of the com000.00.
I. The Law Required Neighborli- and will, not behave without ruth- teach God's Word. If the one that
and MIS. Harold L. Culinidgham
bined Greyson and Olive Hill Rotary Clubs, mostly in Carter County.
grade before July 1. Prices in
and with
ness oExoel. 22:21-23; Deut. 24:14, less coMPillsions.
leads in the church is listening to
in Chattanooga. Tenn
The deed was recently presented to Governor Simeon Willis, with
June, 1948, were higher than in
13
' ice', God is not going to
man's v
friends in Oak Ridge and Knoxshort appropriate setemony, by Hernan McGuire, chairman, and .ither
When we look around us. someJune, 1945, for w eat, corn, hogs,
cOmmittee. The-successful campaign had been
revealed
as
local
Father
heavenly
the
Our
of
Word.
His
rightly
divide
let
him
members
ville. Tenn
'WS (:
NI.
s, milk cows
times we do know so many 'people
cattle, calvea, la
the directioriati a'ornier Governor %V. J. Fields.
his Word is a Father inin
under
us
to
evoke
need
to
Churches
Baptist
Frank R Coehrum. sou of Mr. mots. Broad
are not.sopable of .thinking and
and milk. Al of hese. products
the proposed Kentucky Lake State Park, on Kentucky Lake
Slre'eV a boy ooamed
With
about
concerned
greatly
deed:one
Hazel.
are
independof
they
realize
up
Cochrum
and
Bunt'
and Mrs
if left to
James C %Vali • Jr.' born ..n at the western end of the Eggnera Ferry Bridge in Western Kentucky.
from June to
rose still furth
his many .children; but especially acting for themselves,
ent bodies of people and they
left for Delta State Teacher, Cul- September 16
•
which is now in process of hanger from the Tennessee Valley Authorthemselves. But, this is why God
July, 1946.
weak
are
who
those
care
he
for
does
He
don't need any dictation from oflege. Miss, September 12
Caves gives Kentucky a well rounded system of parks.
made us our brothers keeper. InMr. and Mrs Richard Vence, ity. Carter
onti needy.
or
stopped over in Brownsville. Miss.
When developments now planned and for which appropriations have
of ficers of Co-opefative Program
advantage
our,
taking
of
stead
Seto
born
boy.
be
will
1,
a
Roane
made
Basel.
Kentucky
Israel
of
The
of
ancient
law
section
already been made, are completed, every
Southern Baptist Convention or
• ,spesad the week-end with a
man
to
enlighten
need
We
him.
Park.
those
State
of
11
major
feeding
tember
the
a
for
prevision
STEER GAINS BOOSTED
within reasonable distance of
Cochrum
anyone.
Lyle Bullard
friend
who had no fields. The corners of and never try to take away his
Privately operated, Carter Caves has for many years been a widely
Mr and Mrs -Bay N. Whittord.
founded
was
States
United
The
entered school September 17
recognized vacation resort, Charles G. Dawes, former vice-president
the field were left uncut at harvest- freedom. The only real need toThe • St--era running on pasture that
Bowerman Detvar. Torn. a bey- bort: Septema Democratic Government_
Dr ,and . Mrs, E.
of the United States, had written his name on the wall of one of the
time, some of the grapes were to today is Godly leaders.
with rock
ber
13
became
one
people should wake up an real- had been- fertilized
of Nashville setae week-end guests
eaves with the smoke of a pine torch in 188.2. and this year
beleft on the vine, etc., so that the
goVeinment ize it if they are to have peace phosphate and limestone gained
forms of
Fascist
iif Dr and Mrs Bob ,Hehs..
Mr. and Mrs Rollie Myers. Ben - of the hundreds of contributors to the fund making it a State Park.
poor could enjoy the sense of self. cannot mix with self-government.
as much as steers runthey will have to live democratic three times
Mr and Mrs B A Purdom and ;A. Route I. a boy born Septem- Three of the caves have been developed and are now lighted electrically.
as they picked for them- they must conflict, yet. right now
ning on untreated pasture, in tests
There are a limited number of small vacation cabins and other surface ,respect
principles
B A. Jr.: have returri,c1 to their ber 14.
selves what God had provided (see the greatest American delusion is
at the Western Kentucky Experiimprovements already in use.
Mrs. W. P. Roberts
home in Chicago after spending a
Mr. and .-Mrs Joe Rob Btaie
Lev. 19.9, 10: 23:22: Deut. 24:19-21. that we can be half managed or
But the, great value of the Carter Caves area is its magnificent surment Substation at Princeton. Best
Rogers
Vera
stately
with
Mrs
days
few
Almo a girl born September 14 face. Through it flows the beautiful Tigert River, with its
and other passages).
results were obtained where 294
free.
Simply
half
and
compelltd
interestthree
one of its
They spent Sunday at. Mammoth
Heide .7... palisades. Pictured above is a scene through
86
and
limestone
Mr • and Mrs A. G
The pour man who found work stoted. we have attempted for two
homemakers pounds of
Graves county
bridges. The man in the center backgrounla gives some
Cave where they were met by Mr.
his pay when need- years now to balance and compro- clubs 'are sponsoring the cleaning pounds of 20-percent superphosk_
wor
receive
P''irmincton. Rome 1. a toil* boini ing natural
to
woodman's
the
spared
been
has
forest
idea as to its size. Much of its
and Mrs George Robtrts of Franked. For the one aho hired him to mise between freedom and tryan- of school grounds.
September . 17 named Sharon Mau- ex. Opportunity for nature- trails and bridle paths abound, and they
phate to the acre were applied.
fort for the day
do .otherwise was to bring upon ny. We 'will nelAer get anywhere
are scheduled for immediate construction as are a groip of modern
Mr and Mrs Clyde Edwards
issuance of revehimself ^ the judgment of God. He until we definitely decide to let
M. and. Mrs Awry Miller. Lyin, housekeeping cabins. A lodge, to be erected thtough
af Evansvilln Ind. were. Sainday
listens,, to the cry of the hungry our .constitution and Bill of Rights
nue bonds. is -also being considered and prohablj. will be built.
17.
born
September
:.:;11
Gio'se
short
the
for
guests of Mr and Mrs J T SamTravelers on Highway U. S. 60 wIll be well repaid
Worker and his family iDeut. 24:15).
stand at it is. Obey them. Then
Martit• side trip to Carter Caves. They had better be prepared for a great deMi• W G
mons
Strangers ever, in a peculiar way train the people to love the true
there.
alien
TRACTOR DtV , S,.14 M.IWAUKEE
go 1 born Se ptember sire to return soon tor a vat
Mrs. Mavis Utterback f Mr-f- litaae :i.•
subject to the possibility of extor- form of democracy that our govrill° is the guest of relatives in 13 !...med Dianne Jean '
tion. They are even today the easy ernment was founded on.
-Murray
Mr am: Mr, Everett Nanney
mark of the one who lives by his
Tune In ... Most Famous farm program of all time.
Democracy ,is the only way for
Gingles Welas cal
Mr. and Mrvats. the "confidence" man and people to live together in any
every SaturNational Farm and Home Hour
.••
-The
W 'e' in St Louis the first of the
sneak thief.
Mr oad Mrs Z B Crousi
peace.
Standard
Central
o'clock
week.
11
these
Network
reads
person
such
N.B.C.
any
IL
.
.
.
day
9
peunds
• tirl weigh:1:g
•
It seems that the school should
Mr arid Mrs Robert Crash •w
notes let me warn him solemnly to
be training 'the children along Time.
Jackson.'
Sammens. of
'Hazel
keep his tricky hands off the stranaanseiaseasedemocratic lines Mote. you just Tenn have.gone to Atlanta. Ga,.1
• -aleetaoseees -ger, for God is watching and will
"Paseateo•
listen in meetings and notice the
Mr. Crento make their home
hear their cry (Exod. 22:231.
in talks, class. discussions,
thought
•
thaw - is attending Georgia Tech
The same is true of widows and
etc., then notice the leadership of
and Mrs Crenshaw is teaching in'
orphans. God is their keeper and
se many, if you know a democratan Atlanta High School
their defender.
.
Selltae for $23 50 a hundred
ic way you will soon see most
Mrs George Gatlin if Memphis a litter of lane purebred Da:
• Someone may saY that all this is
political
in only
, think
is spending several weeks in J. rsey pigs Srought Robert T..'
1 Testament in its background pettish)
terms that are contrary to demofolthe
What
about
principle.
.
Murray.
a Waatutatton cossocan
lu'..:tf of Christ in our day? The an- cratic way. The only way I.
Mrs Vern -sr Stubblettetd Jr .•
The',
ZThb boy: $42 341
account for this is. iT•you will resee er is that
lind at V rnor. Shaw are visit- weighed 1 9'..n pounds whet. 164
member prior to World War I. we
Mg her parent. in Hickmari
daas old, and would have passeci
II. Christ Eapecta Neighborlisent our top students from our
Mrs W S Swann has as her tee ton mark if kept until thesness .7.1..tf. 2.5 34.411.
cullef.cs to finish their education
house guest Mr- Horteese Vatortip vi• re FT& day:. old, acLording ti.
This is a prophetoc picture of a
Vienna and
in Berlin. Leipeig.
of Jack-or. Misessonly 'Agent Troll Young
great judgment scene. It is not, as
(Aber universities that glorimany
a
u-err
Misses Meath -11 Ile Hood ..nd f
fed
bal.ineed
Tne pigs
Many suppose, the same as the
fy the stale.. The teachers came
of corn. brie-y. supplerr.• •
Joy Galloway of Memphis, stew- ni!,
judgment of the Great White
D.'s proud of
back with their
ardesses with :h.. An-fern an Al:- ioifr--.• -made mineral mixture
Throne of Revelation- 20.
new learning to instill in our,
• line James Wilsoi, stdrit at thed ni alfolfa 1e-p,deza f.d
The scene here is not In heaven, their
these teachbut upon the earth. It is not individ- children. Of course
.th.• ...*toot if the concentrotUniversity *4 TeLre‘see
have taken
uals who are being judged, but the ers are clever and
ed fed a„-•$299 45. ad .when
Ink. and Bill Siettoheim. N A S
nations of the earth. TheY are not care to dilote their teaching. They
San Da-go. Calif. were gue.ts' of ltocance was added for'apasture
per- know the psychelogy of educaregarding
judged
being
_the net profit- vi.oi
Mn and Mrs. Hall Maid Monday otai
have
propaganda-- they
sonal salvation, hut for their treat- tional
Each Luste: if grldr ¶•
$136
Tuesdas
succeeded in confusing young men
ment of Christ's brethren.
Mn ,.Sharbor ,iugh left prochiie,,I 136 1...ieinds of pork
Who are his brethren? First we and women to chitubt free society.
think of his brethren, after the 'flesh, God and the passion for freedom
the people of the Jewish race. Scrip- has beet) banished from our literture reveals again and again that ature...political order. When this
God Is watching over his chosen is done,. in spite of the knowledge
,
'
triple. even though they are now of history, people- are seeming to
itattered In jpdgment for their un- forget freedom and personal rebelief. He will not hold any guiltless, sponsibility, and fail to make the,
who harm his people (Gen. 12:1-3). fight *they should for democracy.
I know you want to give your baby the best of
The word "brethren" is also used We know that the world is dividthe
for
now
not
plans
make
so
why
:everything,
In such a passage as Matthew 12: ed now between two system's. die,
baby's future.
preVitilS • by
46.50 to include all who do"thewill the
authoritorian
of God. Thal suggests a broader ap- force, and will n771' tolerate indiplreation of these worda
The other, the
vidUal freedom.
Our attitude a toward God ex- democratic
reason.
prevails by
presses itself in our attitude toward :aid self-restraint.
By tolerance
our fellow man. That which we do and by individual examplo. DeA Navy destroyer-escort, attached to the inactive ilea, is
toward those about us is not a mat- mocracy does not suppress opinshoeit "zipped-up" for peace, at Green Cove Springs, Fla. As proter of indifference, but is the basis ion. It encourages debate. Detection against rust, tae two forward gun mounts are spun with
osc,./N.,7 Ptrotearapa
for God's judgment of our lives. mocracy is slow to anger.
Mar.-like coverings made of special plastic.
Next Door to Murray Marble Works
It
Each of us must answer for the
On Maple Street
will not attack unless attacked.
deeds done in the flesh whether they
Ti sum up a real Democracy, we
be good or evil; That is true even
TEL 244
MURRAY, KY.
will have a self-governme,pt under
of the believer .(II Cor. 5:10), whose
God.
detersalvation has already been
It freedom be the gift of God,
. mined by his faith in Christ.
away. WhatAGENT
Here in our lesson, however, the men cannot throw it
Make in
e
failure to do that which shows forth ever advances they may
"LET'S LIME EVERY PIECE OF CROP
canoat
;IH.teita
tocha law of love is made the science and technology, men
LANDI
THE COUNTY"
of,
their
of
law
divine'
the
ground of eternal judgment. This not repe•al
are
we
Tel 184-M
Box 322
Murrliv. Ky,
is not because an act of kindness creations.. As Americans
itself can be regarded as the eommited to the firm faith of No,
.,111111,1a,
ground of division, but because the
I
failure to give it or do It reflects
an attitude of heart toward our God
d
.111l•
and his Christ wh;ch in reality a
• be eeelorejecition of his way of salvation.
...melt- -alJudgment is thus a nevelation of
••ffeet, i.f v• ,•
the attitude of the heart, which
matks a man .or wornaa as being
rtlay be' hi;
ti:oot •1 .eitheis saved or lost. It may be posAUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner
sible -to so becluud the thinking of
-emf
•
our friends and neighbors that we
May.go through life looking someiltiog• the a Christian, but - when
%tea I '.1( 51 I si PRO% F atea 14 Chriat ddgcL It will all be revealed,
Notica. the importance of a proper
•
14.05- 17.00
,,...,54L_ES REPORT for SEPT. 17, 1946
Best Spring Lambs
attitude toward those who need out
T'.
kinchiess and helPa All too often the
690
only comer) of MOIR and women h
---Votal head sold
VEALS
k
to look' out for 'atomises one"aerili
.313
No. 1 Veals
let the rest of the world shift for it
Steers
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Letter To Editor

New Major Park For Kentucky

SUNDAY
SCHOOL
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Lesson for September

Floese
Teach
ling G
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Genera
is insta
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stadiun
lighted
lightini
•

NeN
Schoi
beg inn
of 300.
ment
Mrs.
added
aecond,
music'
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COBWEBS FOR PROTECTiON

e

4-11'Bo)-'s Pigs
Bring Big Money

SEE US FOR

Seed Cleaning!
•

WE BUY AND SELL

rh.

All Kinds of

FIELD SEED

.23

•

SEED WHEAT
. THORNE
PURPLE STRAW
RED CHUCK
•

Best Wishes to
MOTHER, DAD and BABY

OUTLAND

A Commonwealth Educational Policy
will•give your child the proper start in
life.

Seed & Popcorn Co.

Let me show you a Savings or Life
. .
Insurance Plan

JOHN SHROAT

I.icstock Giits
\\*anted h% t ARRA

Beale Outland

Pogue Outland j

•

Commonwealth Life Insurance Company

AO'

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky

RADIATORS
REPAIRING AND

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

BOILING

ACT NOW

;.

Get your leaky and clogged radiators rep rred before
the-tirr* conies to use anti-freee

TABERS' RADIATOR REPAIR SHOP
xice Station

. sorVe olso that the Lord identai
lfb
O
"
fies himself with his brethren- I
I
wliat is Anne to and for them is
cdttided as done to and for him.
Conkare the experience'ofSamuel
Pau) (Acts 9:5).
a Sam. 11.:71 and
Touch God's people and yossi• touch
F:aa them and you fail
44,' !Wye. tiron and you serve' hum.

a

BOOLE TABERS
Located at Munday's

Phone 9118'

'10(1) ari
Ugt
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•
• '
Beeveg.
Baby

;

•.
15.00- 17.513
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Canners and ('titters
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8,00

15.30

N. 2 Veals
Throwouts

v '7,25- 14.10
15.60

1log4,

.713
8.50-. 11.

Bulls
(-rims, per head

60.00-160.130

PLEASE BRING YOUR STOCK IN
BY 1:00 O'CLOCK

•
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ered dish affair to be held in the
dining room of the Woman's Club
house. While the congregation is
Eubert G. Hale, veteran of 13 still seated around the table a
months overseas, and three years brief report of the Love-Offering
and eight months in the Army, for Brother Leet will be anopened a new place of business nounced and the program for
yesterday under the na eseif Hale's Christian Education for the next
year will be presented.
Luncheonette.
This continuous service beginMr. Hale s 'tes that e will specialize in s •rt orde
and sand- ning at 9:30 in the, morning is the
wiches, and will ca y the usual only service that will be held in
line'Of goo
such as cigarettes, the. church this Sunday, so you
are urged to make the most of this
drinks, and ice Cr
located. on Main inspiring service for .God. officials
The busi ess
the Varsity of the church said.
Street-veer ss
om
"The attendance for the CruTheatre. in
e Cities Service Garsade have been excellent, and the
age building.
this SunA new item will be featured, the real Victory will come
every pew and chair is
"Weiner Dun in a Bun," Pronto. day if
filled in the church," Rev. Robert
Pups, a nationally known product.
Jarman, pastor, said.
Mi. Hale is married and has one
child. His wife' is the former CoCOMMUNITY SINGING
vela - Broach. He now has his home
AT BETHEL CHURCH
Route
1,
but
plans
to
on Murray
move to a home on 12th Street.
There will be a community singHe invites his friends to call on
ing Sunday. September 22, at 7:30
him in his new business.
Methodist
p.m. at the
Bethel
Church, 2ie miles northeast of
Murray. The Seaford quartet will
be present. Everyone is cordially
invited.

Eubert G. Hale, Veteran,
Opens Eating Establishment

Passes State Board

HILLTOPPERS POSTWAR LIGHTING

dA.A.A. NOTES
BY Q. D. WILSON

11

•

Floodlighting of the Western
Teachers college stadium at Bowling Green is nearing completion.
According to officials of the
s
General Electric CoMpany, whi,ch
is installing the lighting. Western's
stadium will be the first college
stadium in the United States to be
lighted
with the new post-war
lighting specifications, the same
•

•

"le•

New Concord High
School News
School has gotten off to a good
beginning with a total enrollment
of 300, the largest grade enrollment in the history of the school.
Mrs. Celia _Grogan has been
added to the faculty to _teiteh.,the
second. grade, and to honduct. the
music in all the grades.

tne
specifications, planned for
lighting of Yankee Stadium in
New York.
The lighting of the field, a joint
enterprise between Western and
the Bowling Green City Board
of Education, calls for seven 80foot towers with eighteen 1500watt floodlights on each.
Clam Officers Named
, The classes have met and elected the following officers:
Seniors—Loyd Thompson, president; J. B. Bell, vice-president;
Betty Sue Elkins, secretary; Leon
Adams, treasurer; E. T. Curd,
sponsor.
Juniors—Edwin Wilson, president; June Farley, vice president:
Lavern Williams, secretary-treasurer; Mrs.. E. T. Curd, sponsor.

Announcing a New and Conveniently
located
EATING ESTABLISHMENT

HALE'S
•

•

LUNCHEONETTE
(Across from the Varsity)
•

We will specialize in
SHORT ORDERS
and

SANDWICHES
ALSO
THE NEW SENSATIONAL

PRONTO -POPS
"WEINER DUN IN A BUN"
Something New in Murray

Calloway County farmers are
urged ,to carry out all the soilbuildiiiirs and
water-conserving
practices possible on their farms
this fall. .Q. D.'Wilson, chairman
of the County Agricultural Conservation
committee, explained
that there are still several fall
conservation practices which farmers can carry out even if it is
too late now to carry out practices they selected on farm plans
last spring. The time was never
more important for farmers to improve their land for efficient production he said. Both city people
and farmers have a stake in soil
and water conservation Since it
takes sorn
three and
one-half
acres every year to produce all
Mrs. GracM Tabers
4,
the food and most of the clothing
It has. been announced that Mrs.
for one person.
Gracie Tabers.. owner of the MurIf you have trouble carrying
ray Beauty Shop, has assed the
out practices please let the comUnder the cooperative plan for mittee know ,and they will be examination-ogi n by the State
Board of Bea ician Examiners,
lights, Bowling Green High has glad to help in
i:pangements
...
to
Franiafort, Ky. Th
passing of
complete
practices or sObstitute
the right to play all of its home
this examination gi s Mrs. Tabers
games in the stadium for a period others for. thorn. Practices which the permission
nstruct students
still can be carried out in the
of twenty years.
in her beauty shop or open a beaucounty this fall are: (1) establishThocoughbreds a r e
Murray's
tician school of her own:'
ing a winter cover of crimson
scheduled to play the 'Toppers at
She is one of the youngest to
clover, hairy vetch, annual ryeBowling Green on November 28 in
pass this examination and also
grass or a mixture consisting solean afternoon tilt.
received one of the highest grades
ly of these crops from seedings
made.
made in the fall of 1946. 12) apMrs. Tabers owned a beauty
Sophomores_ plying
Freshmen
and
phosphate- materials to
Polly' Allbritten, president; Joe eligible crops, and the use of lim- shop in Sturgis, Ky. which she
Pat Coleman. vice president; Rich- ming materials. If you have not recently sold,
She is the wife of Bodie Tubers,
ard Arnold, secretary; L. C. Dick, earned your. soil-building allowtreasurer; Mrs. Winnie McCuis- ance for 1948 we have an abund- owner of the 'raisers' Radiator Repair Shop.
ton, sponsor.
ant supply of lime and phosphate.
- —
There will be an Old Fiddler's Come to the AAA Office any time
Contest here, Friday evening, Sep- for your order. There is also an
tember 27, 7:30 o'clock. Everyone abundant supply of rye-grass seed
is invited to come. A complete that should be issued soon. They
Rollie Bartlett of Paducah
program is
elsewhere in
this will be issued to you against your
was guest of her parents. Mr. and
paper.
soil-building allowance at the rate
Mrs. Harry Wood. last Friday and
Softball Team Wins
of $8.00 per hundred.
Saturday.
We have had a very successful
The following small grain cover
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jackson of
softball team so far this season.
crop pratcice has been informally Hardin spent last week-end
with
We have defeated Kirksey 16-2
approvgd by the director of PMA their daughter, Mrs. James
Giland Almo 6-5. Kirksey returns
for use under the 1947 program bert and family,
to our place Friday afternoon.'
year. Small Grains_Establishing
Mr. and Mrs. Fiery Jackson of
We are very glad to have three
a satisfactory winter cover from Paducah also
we're guests of
ex-service boys who have returnseedings of wheat, oats, barley, his sister and family
on Suned to our school. They are: J. B.
rye, or mixtures of these crops, day.
Bell. Loyd Thompson and Leon
made in the fall of 1946.
Mr and Mrs. Geobel Roberts reAdams.
Credit Kate—Payment will be ceived a message fiorn their
son,
made at the following rates:
Pvt. Thomas Roberts, that he was
(a) Wheat, rye, or mixture of crossing the
Pacific this week.
wheat-42.50 per acre.
' Mrs. Norbert Wilkinson is sick
(to Barley or mixtures of bar- and in
the Clinic.
ley, wheat or rye-42.00 per acre.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Thomison
(c) Oats, or mixtures of oats, snt last
Friday with their daughbarley,
wheat or rye-41.50 per ter. Mrs. Laman
Murray High School band has
Puckett, and
falhily in Paducah,
literally outgrown r its clothes and acre.
Mr. and Mrs. Geobel Roberts
is still expanding. There are only 114any Kentucky Wheat Growers
Protected by Insurance
and Mrs. Elmus Trevathan shop30 uniforms which are serviceable
Unexpectedly
a
n
d
Unusually
ped in Paducah Fricliy.
and they are eight years old and
there are 50 boys and girls who heavy 1946 wheat crop losses in
Kentucky
have.
surprised
both
are qualifying for the band this
MUCH TOBACCO PRIMED
growers and Federal Crop Insuryear.
Reports reCeived at the AgriculGood material for uniforms is ance officials according to M. D. tural Experiment Station at LexRoyse, director of the Kentucky
very scarce and expensive but
State Office, Field Service Branch, ington indicate Mart many farmevery effort is being put forth to
Production
and Marketing Admin- ers primed tobacco this year. declothe the band boys and girls in
spite the generally favorable growistration.
a manner befitting their musical
Mr. Royse stated that wheat ing season. Areas of insufficient
The
achievements and ability.
crop losses had been reported from rainfall caused lower leaves to
band personnel is opeful of strut51 of the 53 counties in Which ripen early and made priming
"gold
and
ew
brand
in
ting
Federal
Wheat Crop Insurance necessary for best results. Reseathis
ddle of
black" by thp
Contracts were written. n those cords gathered by the Experiment
son.
he
said,
premiums Station last year showed that
g are candidates counties,
The folio
amounting
to
over
$40,000
were some farmers added up to $200
for the 'Murray High School Band
collected by county -committees. an acre to their tobacco returns
for 1046-47:
by removing the lower leaves as
Barnett, Buddy In those same counties 0. R. they matured.
Cornets—Ted
Buckingham, Thomas Lee Hop- Wheeler. Kentucky State Director
of Federal Crop Insurance. rekins. Jimmy Jones, William Thomports 550 notices of losses received
Now is the time to sign your
as Parker. Bill Sledd. Tommy
to date. These loss claims average Federal Crop Insurance applicaDoran. Vettor Orr, Tommy Par$144.69 per case, Mr. Wheeler said, tion. The above statements are
ker, Donald Stalks, Gene Wells,
and will amount to more than proof enough that no one in the
Jerry Williams, Bobby Cole, Gene
double. the prernius paid.
county who sows wheat can afLovins.
insurance
Clarinets—Clegg Austin, Geneva —The common wheat crop haz- ford to be without the
ards, such as winter kill, flood, The closing date for taking appliAllison. Sarah Ruth Calhoun, Barinsects and disease are all includ- cations is Septemka28, 1948.
bara Downs, Locitie Faye Hart,
McDougal, ed in the causes of these Kentucky Come to the AAAt'i fice and sign
Klapp, Don
Jimmy
loses. said Mr. Wheeler.
an application before that date.
Carolyn Melugin. Janet Smith,
Mary Frances Williams, Patricia
Futrell, Pattie Smith, Bobby Foy,
Nancy Wear.
Trombones — Ronald Churchill
Jr.,, Jerry Bynum, Noble James
Knight, Frank Littleton.
Baritones — William McElrath,
Gene Dunn, Hunter Love.
Saxophones—James Bondurant,
Thomas Ed Adams, Gene Hendon.
Tolley,
Edward
Horns—Bud
Overby.
Crass,
Percusaton — Maurice
Margaret Jean Humphries. Gerald McCord, Wanda James. Jean
Wisehart, Jean King, Bill Parks,
Oboe—Jo Anne Love.
Flutes—Ann Curry, Ann Rhodes.
Blalock, Bobby.
Basses— Joe
Hutchens,•Oury Glenn Billington.
This year the band will be led
by Jerry Williams. drum major,
and Betty Lou Beach, Edna Earle
Starks, Phyllis Farmer, Le tha
Lyons, and Letetia Maupin, ma-

First Christian
Observes Victory
Sunday Services

As a climax to the 12-day Stewardship-Evangelistic Crusade being conducted in the First Christian Church by the Rev. L. 0.
Lout, minister of stewardship of
the East Dallas Christian Church,
Dallas, Texas, Sunday will be observed as a Victory Day with
every department of the Church
School and of the church meeting
in a combined service, at 9:30 a.m.

FLINT NEWS

Mrs.

r--

High School Band
Is Still Looking For
New Uniiforms

•

HALE'S LUNCHEONETTE
(Across from the Varsity)
EUBERT G. HALE

ICE CREAM CARNIVAL
AT FAXON NEXT WEEK
An Lee .Cream Carnival will be
held at Faxon on September 28
at 7:00 o'clock. The public is cordially invited to participate in
the music, fun and good food.

Quick acting... easy to use—keeps for weeks
on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—you can
make all the delicious bread you want to
.any time you want to with wonderful
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. No
more being caughtshort with no yeast in the
house. . no spoiled batch because yeast
weakened . . Fleischmann's Fast Rising
keeps fresh on your pantry shelf for weeks.
Keep a supply handy. At your grocer's.

imissommaismismigmumssEimr

The Key to7Better Building.

IN=

CONCRETE
BLOCKS

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTM-Z1

MADE OF WHITE LIMESTONE,SAND,
AND CEMENT
0.1

A Mixture Designed For
STRENGTH,STABILITY, and above all for
BUILDING PURPOSES

LABORATORY TESTED

• TIME WILL TELL ...

case.

it
. Murray, Ky.

ig
=We
oil mil mom. oil inf Nit,: ill mmgai0
•••••0 WA-aro

MURRAY,

t
iii II

lIParri

CONCRETE PRODUCT

Phone 587

107 South Fourth

IMMO

IMO IMP

Riley Furniture &
Appliance Co.

"The Friendly Funeral Hume"
AMBLLANCE SERVICE
TELEPHONE MI

4111ndriCre
111111111110

Your KELVINATOR Dealer

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

•

19 1-4c

Murray Delivered Price

my many friends that patronage of my funeral home has paid
off in satisfying, comforting and friendly service.
It shall be my supreme desire to meet your every need in a great
•
MAX CHURCHILL.
hour of sorrow.
Tender care and personal attention in every
LADY ASSISTANT

OMNI

0E01

READ THE CLASSIFIED9!

‘.

The Young Business Men's _Club.
of Paris. Tenn., have voted to accept the invitation of the National
Outboard Drivers Association to
hold the 1946 National races at
Paris on September 28, 29 and 30.
Tennessee
Assistance
from the
Valley Authority will be sought
in selecting a course Issr the races
and in other details that will have
to be taken care of in such an
'
event.
The Recreational Committee of
the YBMS, headed by J. P. Lasater, Jr., -is- exerting every effort
to solicit the full cooperation of
the people of Paris and surrounding communities in order to take
care of the overflowing crowds
expected for the event.

LETS YOU TURN OUT BREAD ,
oz'a momeot,i- othCe,/

The'entire congregation is urged
to be present by 9:30 on Sunday
morning for a 30 minute period of
great hymns, anthems and other
special numbers of music. As the
congregation enters the doors, all
who arrive by 9:30 will receive a
white V for victory to wear in
their lapels. At 10 there will be
a recognition of the 100 per sent
attendance classes. for the goal is
100 per cent attendance of the
church scnool enrollment in each
of 'the classes. Those who arirve
in the church school between the
hours of 9:30 and 10 o'clock will
receive a blue V for victory to
wear in their lapels. Immediately '
following the cldss reports a communion service and sermon will
follow. All who arrive after 10
o'clock will receive a red V for
victory to wear in their lapels.
Mr. Lest will preach on the subject "Christian Consistent with
Christ." Following the sermon a
covenant service is to be held for
every Christian, a service you cannot afford to miss.
Dinner will follow immediately
the Covenant service with a cov--+r

01!!

COME IN TO SEE US

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

Paris Votes To
Stage National
Outboard Races

Phone 324

East Highway

KY.
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FOR SALE-Two oak cabinet man1c
tles and grates. Phone 643-J.

CLASSIFIED ADS

THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 19, 1946

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

U.S. TO PRINT

For Rent

per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

BUR

2c

to
(Continued from Page ii
RENT-One bedroom
FOR SALE-.YtIlow and red de- FOR
licious apples. $3 per bushel. ladies or couple. Furnace heat. ed and bound. Contained in these
lc volumes are documents relating to
Other apples for canning $2 per 505 Maple. Phone 204-J.
the treatment of prisoners, the I
bushel. Also sweet cider 75c gaL
Bring ,own containera. Bert Sum-*FOR RENT-Furnished apartment use of enforced labor, the battle
;any
posts;
ed
cedar
SALE-R
cow
FOR
Will
F OR SALE -Jersey milk
mers, Route 2, ;2 mile Southeast with hot water and electric stove of the Warsaw Ghetto, the enslavefreshen October 1. Price $150. Call 'size or length --Toy Jones. Dexter. of Stella. ovakia
lp
available October 1. Prefer two ment of Austria, Czechosl
lp
after 4:30 p.m. or Saturday.- Ky.
Also and Poland .and the work of Hitcouple.
employed
or
girls
Lloyd Underhill. South 14th St.
e
b.
er
afehfiroiree.ignHo
no
dradsmo
hegaw
otpa
-Forty acres fine rich studio couch and chair for sale altiire's
CUT FLOWERS. CORSAGES and just off Poplar.
lp FOR SALE-Man's gabardine suit, FOR SALE
not
shade.
and
timber
fine
lp
land;
Flow'level
Phone 539-W.
FUNERAL. DESIGNS-Huie
fall weight, almost new: too large
servers but the actual words and
and bath complete
er Shop South 15th Street. Phone FOR SALE - 5-room house with for owner. .Size 39-407 N. 16th Five rooms
thoughts and attitudes of the GerHouse
in
house.
wafer
.tub.
except
tf
40a110.
lot
479.
lp
bath; double garage;
St.
man leaders themselves and the
good condition.
years
old;
four
Intersection of Sah and Elm Telorganizations through which they
one-quarand
One
ngs.
Hain
Outbuildi
houee
-room
ti
FOR SALElp
ephone 99.0-W.
messages and
These
worked.
FOR SALE-Nevi Mt. Carmel Mis- ter mile south of .Murray High
Write Collins Key. 6264
Ky
(
/ WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- papers leave no doubt of the probold School
has
Church
Street.
Baptist
h
sionary
Sixteent
on
MichFrontenac Ave Detroit. 11.
new 1500 watt benches that will be sold at auc- S.•hool bus, milk route. Posses- ing machines, cr.sn iegislcrs and able „gualt of those on trial at
S19p FOR SALE-- One
- Kirk A.
igan
lp sion at once. R. A. /ones, own- used office furniture.
Kohler Automatic Light Plant. tion Saturday. Sept. 21.
Nurnberg. Nazi History
- Pool, 509 Main St., or phone Complete
Ideal for cottages, homes and
lp
Ky.
Murray,
1,
Route
er.
_U
lot
and
house
as60.
FOR SALE-4-ram
Thesis, volumes begin with- the
stores not on power line - West
-New House with one
in Hazel. lot 87x237 ft . lights and Kentucky Electric Co. 105 North FOR SALE
up of the International
setting
of
west
miles
Two
land.
of
opening.
acre
MAN WANTED - Good
telephone. See Mason Hutson or 4th St.
lc
Tribunal, the indictments
Military
Highway
Mayfield
on
college
S49p
serving 2000 families. Products against the top Nazis and their
call 54 a• Hazel.
•
Snow.
Call 6113:W -3-Jack
sold 25 years. Sell. delivei Raw- organizations, the means used by
ONE REG ANGUS BULL-Six
Year around.
Produets.
leigh
by
T
FOR SALE-Some finsewegistered months old, weight 600 lbs. Dam.
the conspirators to gain control
REBUIL
and
TUNED
- Two good smooth- PIANOS
work, large profits. Write
steady
EdDuroes. 4 montIrs old, both sexes, Blackbird Beauty 30"; sire, Bal- FOR SALE
Harry
of the German state. the embarkwith the
Bone
Bud
l
Taylors
west
137A,
mile
1
KYR-181mules.
Dept.
also 1. registerec;feraey bull 1 yr. anzet's Blue Peer V.V. Good in- mouth
ing upon the wars of aggression,
, Padu- Rawleigh's.
Company
Moving
wards
S26p
Paschall.
Freeport. 111., or see Melvin Barnes the specific criminal acts perold; White Leghorn pullets- W. alteidUal-H. C. Futrell. Murray Store.--Albert
cah. 426 South Sixth Street. TeleS19p
Ky.
S19p Route 3.
p.t
.
2
formed, and a setting forth of the
D. Purdue. Murray Rt. 1.
010p on Rt. 1. Murray,
4431.
phone
PIANOS-New and used. Kimball.
indicated individual responsibilWANTED-Warm Morning tircuof the defendents. Then comes
YOR SALE-7-110-acre farm located FOR SALE -- One walnut claims Starr. WurIrtzer; also new Spinett. SINGER SEWING MACHINE repity
latIng heater-model that is coves.1 I-2 miles west of Taylor's Store. room
the weight of cvidence in the
covered We deliver free. Our tuner goes resentative of Paducah will be in
suite. Leather
doors
side
has
and
jacket
with
ed
of documents, messages.
5 miles south of Lynn Grove; 50 ehairs-Eurre Warren. Lynn Grove. anywhere -Harry Edwards. 428 S
Murray each Thursday at the opening out. Write or see Noah form
if speeches, personal and
copies
lp Sixth Street. Paducah. Ky. Teleacrea cleared land. 60 acres good Ky.
•
AUTO
SI9p
AND
Ky.
Jones. Golden Pond.
03p FIRESTONE HOME
._
letters, notes of conferphone 4431.
official
timber, laying on public road.
equipSUPPLY STORE. We are
drafts of statutes and
and
to
Ruble Rogers. FOR SALE - Featherbeds: good
ences.
Presser
Price $80 acre
-Lady
WANTED
Lind. ped to repair any make machine. HELP
See B G. Humphreys. FOR SALE--1 maple Jenny
authentic translations
-all
laws
Experner See Arthur Rogers. Rt, I. ticking
woolens.
all work press women's
S26p felt mattress. -coil springs, all Free .estimates given;
S19p 12th and Sycamore
Cleaners le which all Americans may read.
Lynn Grove
lege
or7-Col
ienced
prevmade
.bedcalls
All
ed.
modern
guarante
new. $60; 1 walnut
The publication of these volof ,promFOR SALE-Five-room house and FOR SALE - If interested in a room suite. 5 pieces, coal springs. iously will be taken care
umes on "Nazi Conspiracy and
If
furniture. with It acres: 5 miles small farm. see W P Turpin. 1 1-2 felt mattress. complete. $125; 1 ptly. For service call 135.
Aggression" is of historical sig• lp • Simmons iron poster bed. walnut
(rim Murray on North Highway. mules southeast of Hazel.
nificance. Nurnberg was the first
sold by
Tribunal
finish, good condition. $25: 1 seal- STREAMELNED WRECKER SER.
Military
Will sell reasonably
onal
internati
FOR SALE-Standard grand piiino. out dresser .with' mirror, good VICE New equipment. 2)-boui, LOST-Between Hardin and Mur,
2010 See R L. Crawford. Attain.
of its kind. Early in World War
1936
All in exoff
cap.
clarinet.
and
hub
piccolo,
green
1
difray.
Service:
fast, dependable Wrecker'
S19p
condition. $20:: several chairs,.
Ka•
II it was agreed that this time the
cellent condition. Write ''The ferent types, few men's 'suits and Charges reasonable. Day phone Ford. Send postal to Tom S. Padleaders, who through their conlc
phone
or
St..
320
Jackson
Ky
FOR SALE-Five-burner kerosene Owner."
overcoats. $15 each: boys 14 and 97. Night phone 424-Porter 510- gett. Hardin.
spiracy and aggression brought on
tp
Tenn
In 7.3fi Paris
sto‘e Call
13 year old suits. $12.50 each: tory Company, Chevrolet Sales and
the world conflict, would not esU.
wool Service.
khaki shorts. 50c: plaid
cape unscathed as in World War
!arts. $1: baseball bats, tennis
I but would stand trial and pay
IIEEMOEL‘LE
ackets. marbles and games. cheap.
for their crim('s. These printed
Kenwith
ill show Friday and Saturday- Calloway County Monument Com- NOTICE-In 'accordance
volumes will preserve-the frui.
and
25.195
Sections
:re Joe Lovett. Hazel Road, tel- pany, Vcster A. Orr. sales mana- tucky Statutes,, hereby given that tion of that agreement. Contem. . le ger. Phone 35. West Main Street -25.200: Notice is
376.
porary writers of history will have
a report of Harold Jetton, settle•
Extended.
the documents and records availAugust
on
was
accounts
ment of
.R SALE-1 baby bed. 500 WalJetton,
able to them rather than tucked
E.•
W.
by
filed
1946.
28.
lp
Stephens
Joel
-Mrs
r
St
it
WANTED-.Mattresses to rebuild. Guardian, and that same has been away in archives of one particula
We will pick up your old mat- approved by the ,Calloway County nation, accessible to only a few.
• )11 SALE-Bed springs 30-gal.
be
them new. - Court and ordered filed to
laundry stove. fett-4s' ar.d make..
tank,
water
at
person de1:
.
ilie
t:11
OVK
LI
*U
efle:L
ig
e
adM4S
Paris Mattress Co.. C. S. Jackson, over for exceptions. Any
el
g
lp
536-3
thereto
Call
apper pipe
any exception
ACTISMO-PACKNIA allallfT1 Of RI
136 E Washington St. Paris. Tenn. siring to file
will do so on or before Sept. 23.
3
)R SALE-Six-foot electric Frig- Phone 979-W. day phone
1946. or be forever barred. Witness
-and coal heater.
laire. boot
my hand this 28th day of Aug.. Mt
IISILVER
.Continued from Page 1) -Mrs JesSie HoU.Aon. telephone D.D.T. SERVICE-Walter Williams By Lester Nanny. County Court
lc and Sam Kelley are equipped and Clerk. Calloway County. Ky. By Walter burrows. National Foods
SI9p Co.. Ryan Milk Co. Murray Paint
experienced in spraying house, Gaynelle Williims, D C,
& Wallpaper Co, Blue Bird Cafe.
FoR SALE-Practically' ACK' En- barn and other outbuildings for
Kenwith
ce
--In accordan
S. V. Foy
'crprise wood stove: white and flies, mosquitoes and other annoy- NOTICE
and
25.195
Sections
tucky Statutes.
Murray Consumers Coal and Ice
olack-,Alton Mcattre, 406 North ing insects. We arc living in Cal- 25 200: Notice is hereby given that
- Ip
e
Beaman
appreciat
A. P. Farmer & Co, BoatSixth St
Alice
will
Co..
and
Mary
County
of
loway
a report
was
--ssa
accounts
of
Hatt
& Co. Murray Democrat.
wright
settlemen
Murray
Luther,
your business.'Phone
FOR SALE- Electnc water heat.
Williams. on Aug. 28. 1946. filed by Charlie C. B. Farris Tobacco Co. E. S.
Walter
or
336-3,
chery.
KILLER of the RANGE
ors, 30 gal ; 2500 wati , element.
Franklin
ctf B. Adams. Guardian, and that the fIluguid & Son. Ben
I62-W.
179 95-Riley Furniture and Apsame has been approved by the Store. Murray Hatchery. Robert
'''%' PETER 8 A'YPIE S
orderlc
Calloway County Coutt and
pliance Co .'phone 587.
Shroat 4rothers, The Hut.
KEMP MOIVING COMPANY op- ed filed to lie over for exceptions. Swann,
Produce Co. H A. McOverbey
exthe
an
of
file
two
nalf
to
erates in more than
Any person desiring
FARM FOR SALE-92 acres,.
or besets of buildings. 20 acres in tim- United States. Van Service. Op- ception thereto will do so onforever Elroy Co.
1946. or be
ber, all cleated land in good state erates in Arkansas, Kentucky. fore Sept. 23.
I
Witness my- hand this 26th
survey shwas then
A recent
,f cultivation: sell all together it Tennessee, Georgia. Mississippi. barred
day of Aug.. 1946 By Lester Nan-eparate III 50 and 42 acre plots. Alabama. North Carolina, South ny, County Court Clerk._.Calloway about four-fifths of the corn pla,nted in Clinton county is a hybrid
Located between Backusburg and Carolina, Missouri. Virginia. Flor- County. Ky. By Gaynelle
Slap variety.
See Clay Smith by ida, Iffinois. Indiana. Iowa, LouisI) C.
I Coldwater
Sept. 24. at Claud Smith's. north iana. Maryland, Michigan. New
Ip
Two thousand acres ot crires
I Coldwater
clover or vetch have been seeded
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
1- OR SALE-Tulip bulbs. clarabuts, from fare, arms, and legs by the
with small gram in corn in Hick1 cents, light pink. 2 cents-I T
man county.
modern method of Electrolysis .Continued from Page 1)
lp
crawford.434urray Rt 2
approved by physicians. This
s.
Campaign
Scout
Boy
and
is permanent and painDaniels of Garrard
William
OR SALE_ W. hare a Int•Of nice method
Perhaps no one couple ever to
Gyrene Williams. R.N., Phone
all the leaves from
primed
county
greata
made
have
....soiled black walnut suitable less.
Winder
in
S29 lava
tobacco_
of
field
one
Inty
communi
to
furniture Sykes Bros. S213c
ion
er contribut
terests than the Settles. They are
1. OR SALE-Baby bed and mat- Jersey. New York. Ohio, Oklahoof the First Baptist
1 p ma. Pennsylvania. Texas, West members
,ress Ph..ne 291
Mr. Settle is cerwhen
Church
-•
Virginia. District of Columbia and
- as a Deacon,
FOR. SALE-Modern 9-piece din- Deleware. Call 861 Daytime, 96 at rently serving
as chairman of the Red
rig room suite, with table pads
Sept 46 has served
CLERK - STENOGRAPHER
night. Paris, Tenn.
Cross ...War Fund, chariman of the
lp
_nl'r.ce $12.5. Phone 787-3
_
the
of
president
US,0 War Fund.
APPLICANTS
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH Kiwanis Club. nuance Chairman
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS. of the Barrow District of the Boy
controlledOfficially pullorum
TENNESSEE VALLEY
-Scouts. end has been named a
Holder four world records - Of- tn mber on practically every comAUTHORITY
Free
ficial records over 300 eggs
mittee of importance in the civic.
Brooding Bulletin - 100 per cent religious and patriotic work in
for
live arrival. postpaid - HELM'S Winder. Other business cornice020-46p
Ky.
WinPaducah,
the
CHICKS.
Local and Other Areas
none were an interest in
- der New,. Publishing Company
- ATTENTION FARMERS & and ,membership in the Callaway
STOCKMEN - Dead horses, Farms. Inc.
• $1950 Annual Entrance
cows and hogs removed promptly,
Mrs. Settle has for years been
Salary
free of charge in steel bed trucks. an active member of the. Winder
Call collect. Phone 591 -Mr. Kira Woman's Club serving on th.7.Ex- • 40-hour work -week
Vance, Murray, Ky. agent for Ky. ecutive ()Bard at various times as
Sick -leave
tf
Animal Fly-Prodte ts Co.
chairman of Departmental work. • Vacation and
Privileges
She is active in the work of the ,
• Church. having served as Counsel- .r
lor for the Young Woman's AukilWorks.
Oranne
&
Murray Marble
ilFy and as iiasistant suprrintend-_, TVA Representative will
TeleEast Maple St. near Depot
of the intermediate Sunday ,
ant
conduct Tests and
phone 121 /loner White and L. D.
School.
U
Outland, Managers.
Interviews at
' At present Mr. Settle: is in N'ew
has
He
trip.
a
buying
on
York
available
az
soon
POST WAR. As
401 NORTH MARKET
we will have a complete line of 'been succeeded as manager by Mr.
STREET
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance, Frank Chastain, of Seneca, South'
.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
also complete line of Gs applian- Carolina.
ces To be used with Shellane Bot9:00 AM-September 24
Els hty-two toris ol blackberries
tled Gas.Purdom Hardware, Nprth
and 25, 1946
were picked in Menace county
5th St r(let
and sold for 818.000.
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W.S.C.S.
TUESDA
The re
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Christian
day after
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Mrs. N. 1
Divelbiss
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Mrs. Bry
was led
program
count by
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where all
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21 presen
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Services Offered
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PLUS: Community Sing and Fox News
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
JIVE ON THE RANGE...
where the dears and the
cowpunchers play!

Lost and Found

Notices
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TODAY ONLY
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PLUS: "Daffy Doodles" and Leon Errol
SUNDAY and MONDAY

ERNST

LUBITSCH'S
Titillating m-m-masterpiece
•

4 '

PLUS: Hop Harrigan No. 8, and Cartoon

Mrs. G.
circle foul
The mc
singing 0
Have in J
led by 1.1.
Sammons.
Rev. T. I
was "Rio
saisc wised
The meet,
Lord's pr•
The hos
during am

•SANDRA
ON FOU1

SUNDAY and MONDAY

PETER lAWFORD

'DENNIS MOORE • LUANA WALTERS

SETTLES TO MAKE
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Mis.s Sa
her fourt
Septembe•
She rec.
ful gifts
Later a d
the folios
Charl.
Shirley (
Gela Bus
ham. Sar
Taylor. J
Betty Zie
Geraldine
Crider. al
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W I iS011. I
Joe Pat 'I
Mrs Gem
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McClure
than.

PLUS: March of Time and Fox News

"FANGS OF THE WILD"

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Pr'

with TOM LONDON and THF.
GRANDSON OF RN TIN TI

WANTED

PLUS: "Snap Happy Traps".and Cartoon

NOTICE-

Will James'

Wednesday
September 25

•

Leaving Murray

5:15 A.M. 12:01 P.M. 4:10 P.M.

Arriving Fulton

6:30 A.M.

--- FRO MAcMURRAI

Making Intermediate Stops At
LYNN GROVE,T.RI-CITY, LYNN VILLE, PILOT OAK
,and DUKEDOM
Busses Arrive from Fulton at 7:45 A.M., 4:00 P.M.
and 6:45 P.M.

Western Kentucky Stages
Sixth' and Wal-ntit•

Phone 456

YoRSAGES. CUT FLOWERS and
FUNERAL•DF,SIGNS-- Hale Flower Shop, South 15th St Phone
479.

WE MAKI.

Photographic Copies
,of-"our litacharge
Certificate

LOVE STUDIO

butes of
Mrrisn. n.Savr
• B
C

PLUS: "Golden Hen" and Orchestra
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Van sings!
Van dances!

hg-M, MUSICAL
4)

V

TUG Of 10iff

PM

TECHNICOLOR

"Standard"

i,STithitWILLIAMS

BRAND FEEDS

1AEENANWYNN

a • LAYING MASH

•

•

BURL NES

ANNE BAXTER •

1:15 P.M. 5:25 P.M.

Miscellaneous -

The P,
hi-Id its f
lnbc.
r ptchom
e
tle
•s

devotions
o Is
.n
Preston
s

MONUMENTS _

SERVICE WILL BE INAUGURATED BETWEEN
MURRAY-and FULTON, KY.

PENNY
DISCUSS

• 16 per cent DAIRY
FEED

410.••••••••

• HOG FATTENER
• HOG SUPPLEMENT,
40 per cent

CUSTOM GRINDING and
MIXING EVERY DAY.
FIELD SEEDS FOR FALL
N

' M-G-M
POCTUR1

ROSS FEED COMPANYTel. 101

110 North Third Street

1)1

CECIL KELLAWAY
Carlos Ramirez • Ben Blue
ETHEL SMITH al St• Organ
Ad nphird by Dnrolloy o•galay • Freon
IS. Swr•orNroloy "Lib•led Lady- by
Men,rie. Wottins, Noworal frnynen
Rog., pnell GOIMg• Opbenh•im.N.

PLUS: LATEST•FOX -NEWS

"You Never Pay More at Ross Feed Store"

.••

a.

•
-aagg•—•
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PACE MN

LOCUST GROVE HOLINESS
•
Brinn and Mrs. Boyd enrolled as FORMER NAVY NURSE
N
4.11Ss
CHURCH SOCIETY MEETS
members.
IS AUGUST BRIDE
WITH MRS. PAUL PIERCE
The president, Mrs. D. Ji Miller,
resigned. to teach in the Dexter
Friday, September 20
';77e" Missionary SoCiety ijeld its
school. We regret to lose such a
The first business meeting for regular meeting i n the homg, of
good
club
'worker,
but
we
comthe new year of the Murray Mrs. Paul Pierce Septemar, 14
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
mend her for giving per time to
Woman's - Club will be held at with 14 members present.
Telephone 247
the training of young,people. Mrs.
8 p.m. at the club house.
The devotional was given by
John Armstrong was elected to
Tuesday, September 24
Mrs. Trilby ,Cunningham and the
take her place. Mrs. Noah Williams
Murray Star Chapter No. 433, Bible study period was conducted
W.S.C.S. CIRCLES MEET
has been appointed Membership
0.E.S., will meet at 7:15 p.m. at by Mrs. Mary Radford.- Each
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Bureau chairman of the Jackson
Masonic Hall for the installation member
asking five
questions,
- The regular ,meetings of the cir- Purchase, and presided at a disof officers.
from the book of Romans, which
cles of the Woman's Society of trict meeting at Paducah August
Wednesday, September 23
were answerea ann discussed by
Christian Service were held Tues- 26.
The Music Club will have a din- the group. This was thoroughly
•
day afternoon.
Mrs. Jack Norsworthy gave the
ner meeting at the club, house at 6 I enjoyed by all.
Circle one met at the home of lesson in Clothing Trends. She
p.m. Members please call Mrs. I The topic of the program was
Mrs. N. P. Hutson with Mrs. D. L. said there would be a scarcity of
Gingles Wallis or Miss Frances "Missions" or "Do Missions Pay?"
Divelbiss and Mrs. F. E. Crawford yard goods for some time, also
Sexton for reservations.
After the program a brief busi- - -- that shoes will- be scarce and high,
as co-hostesses,—
ness session was conducted. The
- • Thursday, September 26
short
business
sesFollowing a
although a fairly adequate supply
Mrs. E. B. Houston will be hos- meeting closed with each one joinsion conducted by the chairman, of hose is predicted.
tess to the Magazine Club at 2:30 ing hands, and praying for the
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, the devotional
missionaries.
p.m. at Collegiate nn.
Hose should have smcial care.
was led by Mrs. Jack Beale. The Wash in lukewarm
water and
The Zeta Department of the WoSeveral received gifts from their
program was an interesting ac- mild soap after each wearing, alman's Club will hold the regular Sun-Shine Friends.
of
Carolyn
Vaughn
Miss
count by
lowing at least 24 hours for dryr announces meeting at the club house at 7:30
Mrs. Lillie E.
• • •
her recent trip to. Lake Junaluska ing.
aughter, Wa- p.m.
the marriage of h
where she attended the Methodist
All the ladies in the community die Geraldine, to I
Roy Brandi/ THE REV. MR. MULLINS
Youth Assembly. The closing prayare invited to the next lesson to be more, Jr., Ph. 2-c, United States WESLEYAN GUILD MEETS 9
S U.D.C. SPEAKER
er was a musical one by Mrs. L. J.
given in the home of Mrs. Everett Navy. son of Mr. and Mrs. Le Roy WITH MRS. RYAN
Hortin.
The Rev. T. H. Mullins was the
Norsworthy October 21, at 2 p.m. Brandimore. Sr., of . Port Huron,
Refreshments were served to the
The Wesleyan Service Guild met guest speaker at the first' fall
.After
the
recreational
period
the
Mich.
21 present.
Monday evening at the home of meeting of the United Daughters
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Garnett
The double ring Ceremony was Mrs. M. H. Ryan with Mrs. John of the Confederacy Which was held
Mr. Vernon Stubblefield. Sr., Loafman and Mrs. 011ie Workman, performed` in Jacksonville. N. C., H. Trotter and Mrs. Wesley Kem- Wednesday fternoon at the home
Miss Mary Shipley and Mrs. F. B. served a delicious party plate.
on Saturday, August 24.
per as co-hostesses.
His subject
Dora
of Mrs. A.
0
• •
Outland were hostesses to circle
A short
business session was was "When
The bride chose for her -wedding
istor Turned a Cortwo at the home of the former_ SHOWER FOR BAZZELLS
a dress of summer white wool, with conducted by the president, Mrs. nets" and h
ented a most inMrs. C. L. Vaughn presided and
Cecil Farris. Mrs. John T. Irwin teresting dis
brown accessories.
Si(//1.
s
Mrs. Ciirnie Pierce, as:asted by
Mrs. Jesse Wallis led the .devoPreceding the program the meetBrandimore is a graduate of was program leader and introtional. The speaker was Mrs. L. E. Mrs. Ruth Cloys and Miss Rule
Murray High School and attended duced Miss Lottie Sutter, the guest ing opened with the usual salute to
Washam,
honored Mr. and lilts.
Owen. and her subject was "Rural
College. Speaker, whose subject was•"For- the Confederate and U. S. flags.
Murray State Teachers
Richard Bazzell with a househotd
Methodists.',
followed by the business session
of Nazareth giveness."
a
graduate
She
is
During the social hour contests shower Saturday afternoon at the
During the social hour refresh- conducted presidant, Mrs. W. P.
Joseph HosNursing,
St.
School
of
were enjoyed. Refreshments were home of Miss Washam of Farmments were 'served to the twenty
pital. Lexington. Ky She served
Mr. and Mrs. Arden P. Bonner
present including two new memserved to 19 members and two vs- ington„__
During the social hour refresh13 months as an ensign in the Navy
Games were played. with prizes
bers, Mrs. Paul Robbins and Mrs. ments were served to 22 members. announce the marriage of their
'tors. and was stationed at the U. S.
being awarded to Mrs. Harry
Cleve Calhoun, and one guest, Hostesses were Mrs. Doran, Mrs. E. daughter. ,Barbara Ann, to Morton
Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Va.
Mrs. Shuck.
Miss Alice Waters opened her Nance, Mrs. Carrie Edwards and
W. Riley. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, Mrs. Fredric Fosberg, son of Dr. 'and
Brandimore
has
served
Ph.
M.
• • •
e for the meeting of circle Mrs. Mary plangrurn.
Williams. and Mrs. John Mrs. Albert Fosberg of New York.
Homer
several years to the regular Navy. MISS KNIGHT BECOMES BRIDE
ree and was assisted by Mrs. S.
Many nice gifts were received
The wedding was -gaalema d
Long.
present he is attached to the OF CHARLES DELMER BREWER
Tandy.
and opened. Refreshments were At
S. ptember 4 in Washington, D.
Special
Marine
Corps
of
a
.
Medical
Mrs V. E. Windsor conducted the served to the following.
On Saturday afternoon, SeptemMr. iind Mrs. H. L. Hughes and home of the groom's brother
Brigade,- stationed at Camp Lesmess session. The dibotional
Mrs.
Mary Thompson, Carrie
ber 7, at 2:30 o'clock Miss Burline daughter, *Kaye, are visiting his Col. Irving A. Fosberg. For
and
his
C..
where
he
jeune.
N.
as led by Mrs. J. F. Dale. Mrs. Edwards, •Dennie Washam. Nell
Knight, daughter of Mrs. Pearl parents. Mr. and Mrs., Alford wedding ensemble the bride
home.
W. Riley discussed "Libraries in Housden, Lizzie Osborn, Mary bride will be at • 0
fore moving a Henri Rosenfeld original set
. Knight, Murray, became the bride Hughes. this week
abins," and Mrs. J. B. Farris' Mangrum. Charlene Mangrum. Efof 'Charles D. Brewer. son of Mr. to Gales urg. llli ois, where Mr. off by moss green acces,sories and
GROVE
"P.-T.A
MEETS
LYNN
object was "Methodist Work in fie Grant, Pit,ra Cunningham. Carand Mrs. Chas. D. Brewer, Sr., Hughes
ill be onnectect with a a Kentucky derby hat.
Ming Areas." The closing pray- ole Fisk. Larean Rose,. Barbara
The first meeting of the year of New Concord,
The bride is a graduate of Mur.branch of the
newly-est blis
r was by Mrs. Max Hurt.
Kate ;Johnson, Ola Boyd, Attie the Lynn Grove Parent-Teachers
ray
High School and attended
The single - ring cçØcmony was Universit
Illinois.
There were 14 present.
.Charlene
Usher,
Piga. Gussie
Association was held Wednesday, read by the Rev.
as. Lancaster
Beadles. Jerrie Bazzell, Bill Cope- September 11. with
Mrs. Otis at the Murray,C rch of Christ.
Mrs. G. B. Scott was hostess to land. Beulah Pullen, Louise Pul- Workman. president, presiding.
The brille
beautifully atcircle four at her home.
len. Omera Colley. Elsie Boyd.
The 46 members present discuss- tired in An aqii two piece suit
the Edith Brent. Ironic Jones, Juliette ed various school problems and with blakfk accessories. Her corThe meeting opened with
We Hargrove. Wade Barnes. Mariga- decided on proper action to reme- sage was of red roses. Mrs. Wilsinging of -What a Friend
Have in Jesus." The devotional was riette . Colley, Danny Holt. Will dy•the problems.
lie L. Bucy. sister of the groom.
Harry Nance, Velma
led by the chairman. Mrs. J. T. Morgan,
The president announced the was matron of honor and was atSammons. and the prayer by the tloys. Essie'Evans, Minnie Evans, following chairmen: health, Mrs. tired in a black -crepe street dress
Rev. T. H. Mullins. The subject Gladys Shelton, Leona Bagwell, Paul
Mrs. trimmed in sequins and black- lace.
Canter; citizenship.
was Martha Colley, Christine. Smith,
%Vas -Rural Methodists"' and
Clifford Her accessories were glaci of black
Ridings;
Mrs.
Mary
music,
atatiscusaed by Mrs. Garnett Jones. Mary Stokes, Nina Ann Brent, Miller; decoration,' Mrs. James and her -corsage was baby pink
carnations.
The meeting was dismissed by the Howard Grant Cjoys. David Colley. Miss Arlene Yates. and the ''rns.
Willie L. Bucy. brother-in-law of
Lords prayer repeated in unison.
Plans for the a nnual district
Cloys
The hostess served a party plate hostesses, Mrs. Pierce. Mrs.
Conference to be held at Lynn the groom was best man
fall
angJliss Washam.
Mrs. Brewer was a student of
during the social hour._
Grove high school about the mid. •
?host sendiug gifts but unable dle of September were discussed. Murray high school and Mr. Brewto attend were Mesdames Hazel A definite date for the conference, er is a veteran of World War II.
a SANDRA MeCLURE HONORED
The couple will at present make
Adams. Cecil Beaman, D. M. Tur- will be announced later according
ON FOURTH BIRTHDAY
their home
with the groom's
ner. Opal Wilfred, Mary Joe Wilofficials.
district
Miss Sandra McClure celebrated fred. :Charlene Cloys, Ila Francis to
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Chas. D.
Approximately 20 members of
party
a
with
birthday
her fourth
Brewer.
McNeely. Mrs. Luther Cobb, Mrs.
the organization met at the school
September 14 at the City Park.
Others present at the wedding
Billie Morgan. Jack Jib's. Mrs.
on Thursday. September
cannery
She received many nice and
were members of lb.' families and
Charlie. Pierce. Laura Mayfield.
can soup mixtures for the
12,
to
ful gifts with great excite alt. Mrs. George Jones. Mrs. Homer
close friends of Mr. and Mrs.
school. One hundred and fifty-two
Later a dainty plate was served to Edwards, Mrs. Harley Cloys. Mrs.
Brewer.
quarts were canned. Other pro• •
Watson,
Jenkins, Linda
the following:
James
will
be
help
the
school
jects to
BOGGESS REUNION HELD
Charles. Phil and Linda Call's, Raymond Crittendon. Leona Duncarried out through the year.
AT'CITY PARK
Shirley Culpepper. Jackie Rose, naway, Anna Lee Hamlet, Betty'.
There. is a big drive on for
Gela Rose Wilson, Jerry D. Gra- Piper, Mrs. - Elliott.'Mrs. Charles members. The room having the
The Boggess reunion was held
ham. Sandra Fay Parks, Dwaine Grant, Natoli.. Andrus. Mr. and
most paid members at the October at the City Park Sunday, SeptemTaylor. Judy Ward, Date Outland. Mrs. Bill Hall, Vivian Sue Grant, meeting will get $3.00 to be used
ber 15. The following were presBetty Zane Johnston. Rozetta and Rachel Mathis, Ruth Colley. Em- in their. room. The second prize
ent for the occaisaan:
Bennett
and
Geraldine Wilson, Margaret Ruth ma Colley. Alma
will be $2.00.
Mrs. Letter 1146bertson, Mr. and
Rhoda Cloys.
Crider. and Sandra McClure.
• • •
Mrs. Bell Lyons, Mr. arid Mrs.
Mrs. Ryan Graham. Mrs Lloyd
Mrs. Bazzell was formerly. Miss
Billie Brittian, Mr. and Mrs. Toy
HARGROVE REUNION
Wilson. Mrs.' Purdoilli Parks. Mrs. Dell Pierce of Kirksey.
Garland, Mr. and Mrs James Tab•
•
Outland.
J.
D.
'Ward,
Mrs.
Joe Pat
On Saturday, September 14. rel- ors. Mr. and Mrs. Vonal Vix, Mrs.
Crider.
Mrs. George Rose, Mrs. Tom
OFFICERS OFFICIATE atives gathered at the home of Mr. Effie Garland. Mrs. Mavis BranMrs. John T. Taylor. Mrs. Grayson MURR&Y
and Mrs. Raymond Hargrove hon- don. Mr. and Mrs. Tony Boggess.
•
INSALLATION
O.E.S.
IN
McClure and Miss Wanda TrevaCEREMONY TUESDAY EVENING oring Bro. Coleman Overbey and Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess. Mrs.
than.
Mrs. Overbey and their daugh- _Alice Moyer.
A ggoup from Murray Star ter, Mrs. Robert. Sydner and .mg.
and Mrs. Elmo Boggess,
Mr
CLUB
PENNY HOMEMAKERS
Chapter No. 433, 0.E S.. attended Sydner of Dallas, Tex. The day Hampton Boggess, James Brandon,
DISCUSSES CLOTHING CARE
the installation o‘f officers of the was spent in singing and conver- Tpmmie Lyons. Brenda Sue Vix,
Alford Chapter . No.'455 at Aurora sation. A nice dinner was served Billie Joe Brittian, Nellie Jo JackThe Penny Homemakers Club
Mrs. Maggie on the lawn.
Tuesday evening.
Anna Jackson, Elsie
son, Mrs.
year
iii
of
the
held its first meeting
Woods wag installing officer; Mrs.
Mr. and Brandon', Marilyn Kary Moyer.
were
present
Those
the home of Mrs. H. H. Boggess
.
Ruth William, installing marshallt Mrs.- Walter Blakely, Mr and Mrs. James Ralph Jackson. Lavern Brit
September 16 at 2:30 p.m. A short
Jones, organist; 'man Linn. - Mr. arid Mrs. Bab tian, Harold Brittian, Virgle Lee
Bertha
Mrs.
devotional was conducted by Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Malin. of Benton. Chap- Hobbs. Mrs. Jim Keel, Mr. and Brittle!), Larry Graves- , Brittian,
Preston Boyd. Fifteen members anlain; and Cecil Houser of Benton. Mrs. Huston Miller, Mr. and Mrs. and Toy Lee Garlaticl.'
swered roll . call. with. the -Attri- warder. Others from Murray at• •
Keys Blakely, Mr. and. Mrs. Ryan
butes of a friend." Four visitors, tending the ceremony were Mrs.
Graham, -Mr. add Mrs. R. W. O.E.S. 'NOTICE
Mrs. Sammie Marshall, Mrs. John Mildred Dunn and A. 0. Woods.
Blakely. Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Brion. Mrs. Elmo Boyd. and Mrs.
Murray Star. Chapter No. 433,
Officers installed. were Mrs. Al- Spann, Mrs. Shirley Nanse, Mrs.
O.E.S. will meet Tuesday evening,
Gene Cole. were present. Mrs.
matron; Rudy Barnett, James Blakely. Key
worthy
McNeely,
ma
- September 24. at 7:15 at Masonic
Prentice Morgan, worthy patron; Cleaver.
Hall.
BurPatty
Misses
Ann
Miller.
Mrs. Sylvia Morgan, as,rciate maMrs. Reba Kirk, retiring worthy
Jenning
Dean
and
tron; Elroy Warren. associate pa- keen, Mary Bob
preside, and installamairon..will
Spann.
Mn.. Mildred Beale. secre- Hubbs. Joan and Joyce
tron
tion of officers for the ensuing
Amnia_ Dell Warren, JohnnY_Litin, Jerry Graham, WillArY; •
year c#I11 take place. Mrs. Magee
treasurer; Mrs. Ruby Travis, con-ltfim Hobbs, Robert Spann, Joe Woods. past matron and grand
BlakeLarry
Billy
and
Barnett,
Walker.
Mrs.-.'Maybelle
ductress;
committee members will be the
associate conductress; Mrs. Molly ly, Bro. and Mrs. Coleman OverPitted
installing ofifcers; Mrs. Ruth WilSydner.
Robert
Mrs.
and
by,
Mr.
Byers, chaplain: Mrs. Winnie Bursteady to Se.aa
liams. installing ,marshall; Mrs.
liarRaymond
keen. marshal': Mrs. Lillie Hen- and Mr. and Mrs.
Belva Dill. chaplain; Mrs. Dorothy
derson. organist; Mrs. Euple May grove.
Boone. organist: Mrs. Marylonise
'
-r •
Bogard, Adah; Mrs. Venus OakBaker; and A. 0. Woods. sentinel.
ley. Ruth: Mrs. Pauline Gordon. HAZEL P.-T.A. MEETS
SUPERLATIVE DETAILS
Esther; Mrs. Myrtle Abcierson,
The Hazel P.-T.A. rivet
---,
AT YrDU0
Beale,
MarjOrte
Mrs.
Martha;
IN THE NEW SILHOUETTE
day. September 12, for its first
C, E•lE
Need a \
Electa; Mrs. Dartha Mae oLvett,
meeting of the year with 60 manwarder and TTruy Bogard, senbers present. Mrs. Stark Erwin,
Lots that's rww and noteworthy!
tinel.
•
president, presided over the busiBlack-Draught Is
Pretty tulip sleeves — THE sleevps
An addenda was presented by ness session. Mr. Carmen Parks
1-Usually prompt
the new officers and gifts were introduced the three new faculty
thorough
2-Usually
im Extra heavy Syrup
for this fait,- Striking diagonal butpresented to the installinetafficers. members, Mrs. Morris, James W.
-'\
3-Always economical
ErWin and Rex Watson.
ton slots with 'beautiful. bold butThe meeting was turned over to
25
Mrs. Pau( Daily. program chairtons. A coat of fluhl lines, ernto
man. The following program was
phatically grliceful. Hamilton crepe
enjoyed:
40
Song. "Onward Christian Sold ibr
doses
in- Winter White, Copper, Sage
s," led by Carmen Parks with
Mrs. Olivene Erwin at the piano;
only
Green,:reaf Blue. Sizes 10 to.18:
devotional. Mrs. Hobson Shrader;
•
piano solo. Mrs*. Olivents Erwin;
In Former Location of Myers Studio
report on the State P.-T.A. Spring
Conference, Mrs. Riley' Miller.
NORTH SIXTH STREET
• The, meeting was adjourned by
the president A social hour was
Telephone 199
,enjoyed with the executive corn( rnittec. as hosts.. .

Barbara Bonner and Morton
Fosberg Are Wed In Washington, D. C.

Social Calendar

ockek

THE GARDEN
WINTER
VEGETABLE
STORAGE, II

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economies
Dry air arid a temperature not
lower than 50 degrees are necessary in the storing of "warm"
crops.
In a basement where, there is a
proper.
furnace,
Ad
dryness
warmth are assured by putting the
sweet potatoes and the eushaws
on shelves hung just under the
rafters, or in bushel baskets hung
by their handles on spikes driven
into the rafters. Here there will
be enough moll/tent of air to
Velathate property.
cLoSet.next to a chimney flue
is excellent, provided the door is
opened for a half hour or so
Whenever the air smells stale.
Likewise, boxes of sweet potatoes,
covered with carpet or sacking to
'
,
hold the warmth overnight, may
be piled about the chimney flue
In an attic. Packing with sand or
sawdust helps to hold heat, and so
does wrapping the potatoes Mdividually in neWspaper. The latter also
helps to prevent
the
spread of. any rot that- may be
h3,jloor
present in the potatoe
over a room in which a fir IS
kept is a good place to store boxes -a.,
or baskets of sweet potatoes, but covered with sackilig to bridge
over the night.
Returning to the basement, a
room without a furnace may be
used, but some heating means
must be provided.
Also, there
should be a way to .change the
air when it ',becomes musty or
Whitworth
College for
Women
when moisture gatheres 'on the
and Murray Stile. She is a forceiling ioista. - If there is a chimmer Barbizon phoakfahic model.
ney opening, it may be opened to
Mr. Fosberg was graduated cum serve as the outlet and to draw in
City
laude from the College of the
fresh air: sacking may be hung
of N
York where he received across' 'a doorway into another
his .S. degree and from Colum- part Of the basement to elear the
University where he received floor by 3 inches, with a coal oil
is M.A. and Ph.D. residence. He bear,..or.. a lantern'.
lust- is a member of _the American SO- inside to warm and dry the air
ciological Society and American as it passes. Where no Chimney
Statistical Asaociation.
opening is provided, the doorway
The couple is now at home at covering should have a 3-inch
Avenue,
New opening both at the top and at
295 Wadsworth
the floor.
York.

KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH

geg
• -I

Know all about her — keep posted on

her fine new fashions -- be thoroughly familiar
with the latest in

women
'
s attire.

Betty Rose Coats and Suits give the appearance
of having been designed especially for you.
Look them

over

and you'll never be

•i you have one
satisfied until
of—your own.

Yiacioue0,011
MICHIGAN
RED ley
CHERRIES

1.15101/
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MONARCH

rsitor CHERRIES

DEMUS FUTRP..LE BEAUTY SHOP
Now Located
First Door No'rth National Hotel

a

250

Get

BLACK-DRAUGHT
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FDEA Representatives From 13 West
Kentucky Counties To Meet In Murray

Ex-Service Men's
News

The Veterans Administration toMarshall. CalEducai,.; s fr,.m Chicago. Mont- ard. McCracio
ot the 6.936
Cr.• N J. and, laigpigton. Ky.. ' loway. Crittenden. Lyon, Cald- day began a survey
a n di Kentucky veterans enrolled in onare listed as speakers for the 62nd well: ;Trigg. Livingston,
the-job training under the G.I.
annual session of the First Di-- Graves.
Bill so that by January 1. 1947, it
trict Education 'Aasociation FriDr Bernard IddIngs nell. con.'
will be paying no subday. October 11. at Murray Stato sultant to the bishop of Chicago on expects it
to veterans
allowances
istence
s
.
college.
educ•ation.; Episcopal church. Chiare in courses that
D Talmadge Cooper. principal cago. Ill., will address the general unless they
the requirements of recent
of Washington junior high. Pa- session in the morning. President meet
legislation , Public Law 6'79). The
ducah. is president of the FDEA: Cooper announced.
Roy
Dr
1.185 disabled veterans in schools
an organization of 1.200 teachers Hatch. author
insti-uctor.
and
on-the-job training under the
in 13 west Kentucky counties. W. Montclair. N. J. will give a dem- and
Rehabilitation Act are
Vocational
FUTof
superintendent
L. Hollaed.
onstration in teaching at 1:15 p.m.
lby-Public Law 679.
affected
not
ton city schools .15 vice-president Dr Maurice Seay. departmant of
VA officers making the survey
of the group and M. 0. Virather. education, University of Kentucky.
study all veterans in on-thestaff member of Murray State eel- Lexington. will speak in the morn- will
job traiiing to see whether their
lege, is ate'retary-treasurer
ing on the subjt ct. "Using Kenapprentice
as
courses ..qualify
Also included on the board of tucky's Reaources "
training *r whether they meet the
director!. are Adron Doran. Win.
standards set by recent legislation,
go: T. C Arnett. Sedalia: C.
Mrs. Huie Attends Chicago Veterans wilT not be removed
Henry. Madisonville: J 0. Lew.from courses while the study is
Mayfield: and L: J Hortin. Mug- School of Design
being m., ie
ray.
•
Income Report Required
Mrs Eat Hine has returned from
Countis included in the FDEA
Plans for handling the limitaChicago where she spent an inter:re Fulton Hcktr.an, Carlisle. Salesting two weeks attei4ling Tommy lion on subsistence allowances also
will apply to the 8.877 Kentucky
Bright's School of Flo I Design.
veterans now in State schools and
Bright5 Am rica's leadTommy
.
S
'
OLIVER
those who will enroll later as well
ing teacher of fral esign. and
as to veterans in on-the-job trainistler. were
her associate. Weill
int. apprenticeship training and
g outstandassisted by the folio
GROCERY
cooperative training. Veterans who
ing floral artists: Henry Forster of
have received_ August 31 checks
Detroit. Benny Hubbard of New
already have been notified to reA GOOD PLACE TO
York. John Welter of Wilxnette.
port their August. September and
TRADE
111. Eddie Behrens. Eugene DauOctober earnings to VA by Node in. Edwardand Marie Gould.
vember 5 If they do not report
Helen Kirby. and a number of by lovember 12 they will be noti$1.65 thers all of Chicago
Lynn Grove Flour
fied that their subsistence allowMrs Huie returned to her florist ance checks will be stopped until
3()
Pure White Cocoanut
.hop -LA Murray with a number of
ikormation
40- ew ideas and practical helps for they get the necessary
Canned Cherries
VA.
Nice Red Sweet
better funeral work. corsages and
General Omar N. Bradley, AdSc correct bridal bouquets. and nay- ministrator of Veterans Affairs,
Pctatoes, pound
-.-isses-4eor-pweetat--weewinerrs--to,r -reurtritted- VA staffs in metCigarettes, aittliViilids
nection with the survey that sub22c
1 Pound Crackers
James and Harold Bennett of sistence allowance was intended
25c Lyon countv won' first prize on to provide the trainee with "a
Graham Crackers
17c 4-H club light and heavy pens measure of support during his edGrapefruit Juice
.t the tri-state show at Evansville, ucation or training status. It is
11 17c !nd.
Orange Juice
not a pension, compensation or a
bonus. The law does not contem20c
Kraut, No. 2 1-2 can
plate that the Government would
Morgannear
farmers
Fourteen
Sardines, Old Fashioned 11 c
''a-n. Butler county, have asked defray the entire living costs of
Good Brooms
90c for, Bares disease test for 228 the veteran or his family "

I

60c

Good Mops

-ows and calve,

PAY Market Price for EGGS
•

In fact everything at a
SAVING
Come Around and
See Cs

LOOK!

UN%

LOOK!

Will pay cash delivered
Fri. and Sat., Sept. 20-21 has joined Furches Jewelry Store
in the capacity of watchmaker, ac30c cording to William R. Furches:
Heavy H‘•••s
28c
eghorn Hens .
35c' Mr KeMpf it a gradu te of the
Fryers
tch Re32c American Institute of
Leghorn Fryers
18c pair. and has recently re rned to
Roosters
50c his civilian job afteir pending
Eggs

Boggess Produce Co.

Oliverl çirocery

So. 13th St.

HAZEL, KY.

Paris Taxi Driver
Killed On Return
Trip, From Murray

year - old
Robert Canter. 26
driver for the City Taxi Company.
Paris. Tenn., was killed when his
cab crashed into a culvert on the
Paris-Murray road Monday night
about midnight. and his body lay
in the smashed automobile until it
was discovered at
two
about
o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
Waddell McIntosh, owner of the
cab company, said that Canter left
Paris at 9:57 -o'clock Monday -wight
bound for Murray with a carload
of passengers. It was on the return trip alone that he met with
the fatal accident.
wretked automobile had
The
been seen my many passers -nice
early morning, but evidently no
one knew the driver had been
killed and that his body was still
in the wreck. Finally, an unidentified man -walking along the
highway looked in the automobile and discovered Canter's body.
He hailed a passing motorist who
stopped in Paris and notified the
taxi firm of the, accident.
McIntosh said that he had been
trying to locate Canter since early
Tuesday morning when he failed
to return from his trip. A telephone call to Murray revealed
that the driver had delivered his
fares in that city and had started
back to Paris alone.
An inspection of the accident
blowout
scene revealed that a
caused the car to swerve off the
road and hit a concrete culvert
dead center. The car was cornpletely demolished
•Center's body was badly mangled and it is surmised that he
must have been killed instantly
Canter was the son of Mr and
Mrs. Charles Canter 310 Routon
Street
He was unmarried and
had been employed as a driver
for the City Taxi Company since
it was organized by Waddell McIntosh 15 months ago
?dclntosh said that the accident I
was the first his firm had suffered
HARRY KEMPF JOINS FURCHES since being organized.
JEWELRY AS WATCHMAKER
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAMS
Harry • Kemp? of Pniladelphia ARE PARENTS OF SON

•

f

')
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Phone 441

Red Grapes, lb. 25c

Mr and Mrs. James C. Williams.
Broad Street, are the proud parents of a son, James C. Williams,
Jr. born September 1
Mr. Williams is t e general
manager of the Ledger and Times
Wi tams. well
and a son of W
four years in the L'nliej States known local publi er He served
in the European Th atr as a capArmy.
y (luring
His wife is the former Maureen tain with the First
the war
Hawkins ,,f Mayfield
Their many friends will be glad
to know that Mrs Williams and
the baby are both doing nicely and
will return home today.

Cauliflower,
each

Want Ads cover ano oiscovee
multitude of needs.

a

Corn, Fresh,
3 ears for

4 PHONES
24-

5c

C>CLEANS.P.S3-c
F.\CE_S
14\ GCLP,t,VC.
!
c"39t"P.
9,9-1x
Pound
2c

ICE

ON

WATERMELON

Can

ie
MACKEREL

45c

SALMON STYLE

3 4 OZ. CAN
POTTED

7c

MEAT

Your last chance to buy at old price. All Coffee is up LB. 35c
COFFEE 10 c lb. MAXWELL HOUSE and OLD JUDGE

BLACK PEPPER,80 per cent pure, oz.

Sc

CRACKERS, 1 pound Sunshine

22c

PAPER NAPKINS, Embossed, pkg.
Bagwell's Blackberry Preserves, pint jar 59c
PICKLES, Kosher Style, half gallon

BROOMS,5-tie, Extra Special, each
CHEESE, American, pound
BOLOGNA, pound

69c

S

r, 0 LOCAI,
1.2a TIADIMAINS. .*4

60c
35c

SOAP POWDER, Box or Bulk,and Paper Towels and Napkins
EGGS WANTED . . . Paying HIGHEST MARKET PRICE

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE,BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owner

•
14e
New( Pinto Beans. lb
New Great Northern Beans lb 15e
Sweet PotatoesSc
Yellow pound
Red. pound
Irish Potatoes-100 lb% Fancy Washed
23150
Western Cobblers
54 lb' Fancy Michigan
Cabbage
Fang.% Yellow Onions. 5
Sorghum. half gallon
Gallon
Extra Vane) Jellies in
quarts and gallons.
lour$1.50
palmy Biscuit, 23 lba
111.55
Self-Rising. 25 lies
47e
Omega. 5 Ilse
94Ie
II pounds
$196
Jersey ( ream. 25 lb+
,All our brands are new milled
hitei
15e
Fresh Cocoanuts. lb
32e
Grated Cocoanut. quart's?. lb
('offee up 101-2 cents per lb.
Our Price OldPackage Peaberry. lb.
31e
Del Motile in Glass Jar
Sic
American Ace in Glass
45e
iVinegar. Pure Apple. gal.
White and Red Pickling
Vinegar gallon
25c
Ball Jar Tops. Zinc, dozen
Sc
Lipped Rubbers. dozen
25e
Two-piece Tops, dozen
1Se
Quart jar Mustard
35e
Pint Peanut Butter
( anoya Peanut Butter, pi jar 40e
10e
Vanilla Cookies, package
Home Baked Cakes and Doughnuts.
Half-gallon Syrup Bucketa.
53.50
50 in case
32c
2 1-2 size can Peaches
'2 1-2 she A-Grade Peaches in
39c
heavy syrup
Deerwoode Unsweetened Grape
40c
fruit Juice. 46-oz. can
Dr Phillips 46-oz. can
Sweetened Grapefruit Juice 45c
36c
Quart bottle Prune Juice
No 2 can Topmost All Green
5111e
Asparagus
23e
Fresh Lima Beans, No. 2 can
24e
Green Giant Peaa, No. 2 can
(Limit onei
100 lbs. None Better Laying
$4-65
Mash
Egg Mash in Fancy Print Bags 84.75
Lunch Steal.
Beef.
PAY. ceiling for Country Side
Meat and Lard.
PAY to producirifor EGGS.
Sic
dozen

Telephone 130

mei
chi
of
nee
col'
to
teal

LARGE STALK

COBBLER

GOLDEN HEART

15.Lb Peck
39c

POTATOES
FRESH GOLDEN RIPE

20r 15`

CELERY

sicz
dre
Jot
thn
nin
suit
sch,

LARGE BUNCH

2 Pounds

Per Bunch
25c

CARROTS

GRAPES

23c

PoofkroEs
i LL
i
iii
r
iii

JONATHAN or GOLDEN DELICIOUS
Pounds
3
APPLES

29c

d
D iNIONS

PEARS

8`

RED TOKAY
Pcund

teai
chil
ed
Pro
in

15c

2 Lbs-

ed

35c.

10-P°und Bag

we

LARGE SNOW WHITE
Pound

.15

PEACHES

A

Spotlight

1 Lb.

French Brand, 1-1b. bag

COFFEE 8S-

COFFEE

31c

COFFEE

29c

Each

CAULIFLOWER HEADS

Spotlight-3-1b. bag

Country Club,_ 1-1b. jar
40c

COFFEE

35c

Ply
INC
Rea
the

you

POPULAR BRANDS

TIP'

CARTON

No. 2 Can
17c

L
iAUCE
iRPEAB
No. 2 Can

32c

ASPARAGUS
KROGER LARGE SWEET
1946 PACK
PEAS

No.

MACARONI

gr
and SPAGHETTI 15lk

COUNTRY CLUB

2 Can
18c

11-°- Pkg. 10c

FLAKES

CORN

2 Can

15c

N°.2 Can

1 lc

NO,

PEANUT

'150

CIGARETTES
COUNTRY CLUB

PICNIC LABEL

BUTTER

320z jar 51c
16 oz. jar

RI BilANBEANS
VA
GE
COUNTRY
JUICE

21c

HOWE STYLE PICKLES

FLOUR

COUNTRY CLUB, 25-pound Bag

$1.33

COUNTRY CLUB, 10-pound Bag

61c
31c

COUNTRY CLUB, 5-pound Bag

NEW WHITE

•

eli
4

NO. 2 CAN

COUNTRY CLUB SWEETENED

Z.
riGE
c

45c

JUICE

(
30

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

46-0z. Can
33c

JUICE

SECTIONS

No. 21' Can

PEACHES

27`

TOMATO CATSUP

46-0Z. CAN

WALDORF RUM and BRANDY

24c

JUICEJUICE

FRUIT CAKES

Each

18c

2-Pciund Box

$1 95
75c
29c
30c
39c
27c

thicken a La King, 11 -oz. package
Chop Suey, 16-oz. package
Peas, 12-oz. package
Pineapple, 16-oz. package
Rhubarb, 14-oz. package

FROZEN FOODS
23c

ICE CREAM, pint

2 cans

LARGE PACKAGE
AND

DUTCH

23` OLD

SPAN

CLEANSER

15c

$1.25

SILVER STAR BRAND
American Maid Brand
BROOMS

83c

PUREX or CLOROX, quart bottle
HALF
GALLON

S PASTE
'
JOHNSON

W

p und
i
5i

15c
29c

S
'
JOHNSON
1 Gallon
75c

RENUZIT

26c

NO. 21 2 CAN
GINGHAM GIRL BRAND
In Heavy Syrup
APRICOTS

32'

BIRDSEYE

SPIC

2T

BROOKS, 14-0Z. BOTTLE

BLENDED ORANGE and GRAPEFRUIT
46-ounce Can
JUICE

TOMATO

GRAPEFRUIT

AVONDALE BRAND, SLICED or HALVES

46-0Z. CAN UNSWEETENED

GRAPEFRUIT

25

B1

original
than any other, or return unused portion in
back.
container and we will give you double your money

FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES

Ic

loc

Apples, Grimes
Golden, lb.N\ 10c

14AI AO

COUNTRY CLUB SWEETENED

Swann's Grocery
Cabbage, Firm
Heads, lb.

'--ROGER)-Ls

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
well' as or better
Buy any Kroger brand item, like it

CLEANER
22-oz. Can

40

AIDTLAMPS

11c

100 WATT
LAMPS

23c

SANI-FLUSH

GLO-COAT'quar4i

I
WELCH'S
RED PITTED
FtED PITTED
GRAPEJUICF
CHERRIES
I
CHERRIES
PINT
NO 2
" JAR
$1
38c C
A3N10
TsK
CAN

26'

16c

C. CLUB RED RASPBERRY PRESERVES
1 POUND
53c
JAR

•

COUNTRY CLUB

FANCY

TALL CAN

Pound
CHEESE

52c

MILK

34c

MILK

12c

ARMOUR'S
TALL CAN

12-Ounce Can
TREET

C

12-Ounce Can

RAWED HAM

37c

oz.

CHILI

KROGER's CON

CARNE

'512

cinc
z2

GERBER'S BABY FOOD

.12c
1-16. 1-o7. jar
si

IP
IA
NIC
II
VA
C
CON CARNE

29c

THRIFT BRAND
TAMALES

151' oz. can

4 OZ. CANS
/
ALL 43

4,

16c

7C

It

SECTION TWO - SIX PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away -from friends in Calloway County - A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

tees, they planned-as their stuMurray Teachers dents
are expected to plan-devotionals, housekeeping tasks, social
Broaden Study of activities, and operation of the library. Officers were elected to
Training Problems arrange
routine matters.

EE
:ter
nal

tele

Believing today's teacher in elementary schools is faced with the
challenge of building a program
of education based On community
needs and resources, Murray State
college instructors are striving
to
broaden their
approach
to
teacher training problems.
Today the social, mental, physical, and emotional needs of children receive equal emphasis. How
Johnny feels about people and
things is considered when planning instruction, with the usual result that he absorbs more and
school becomes an exciting place.
To further its program to teach
teachers as they should inatruct
children, Murray recently offered a course entitled, "Building a
Program for Elementary School"
in which teachers lived and worked together for Bile- and one-half
weeks:
Organized into commit-

15c
8c

15c

ATHLETES FOOT ITCH
HOW TO STOP IT
MAKE 5 MINUTE TEST
Get TE-OL at any drugstore. Apply this POWERFUL PENETRATING fungicide FULL STRENGTH.
Reaches MORE GERMS to KILL
the itch. Get NEW foot comfort or
your 35c back.-Holland-Hart.

•

Field Trips Made
Groups were organized to study
reading problems, social problems
connected with the community,
problems facing Kentucky, the
wise use of resources, ways of improving the living standard, health
measures, and the develOpment in
children of a sense of values and
of reverence. Arts and crafts, including poetry, songs, finger painting, lettering, design, and stenciling were studied and trips were
made to Kentucky Dam, to elementary schools, and to local industries and farms.
Visiting consultants who assisted with the course included Dr.
Alice Chenoweth, Kentucky Health
Department: Misses Mary Lou Williamson and Louise Combs and
Dr. R. E. Jaggers, State Department of Educition;,Misses Virginia
James and Genevieve Pickup and
Clifford Seeber, TVA; Miss Mary
Swain; and Glen Blough, U. S.
Department of Education.
The course was directed by
Miss Rubie Smith, assisted by Dr.
Annie Ray, Misses Lotrye Suiter,
Marjorie Palmquist, Bethel Fite,
and Mrs. Dorothy Rowlett, of the
college faculty.

RMS/1

Pk g.

15c

Cigareile girls give

U
U
a

10'
15'

smokers more for
their money with

Awards Listed
For Annual Soil
With the Eighth Army in Japan
iDelayedi-Former Murrayan Pfc. Essay Contest

George Baker Now
Stationed In Japan

ruways mild, always

11

1.33
LABORATORY TESTS
PROVE THAT A FRESH
CIGARETTE GIVES
YOU LESS NICOTINE

61c
31c
CAN

ff

NOTHING IS WRONG WITH,
JOE T. LOVETT ADDRESSES
ROTARIANS LAST THURSDAY TIMING OF HIGHWAY DEPT.

UK Pins Hopes
On Paul Bryant

Shortage Created
In Teacher Field
Without OPA Aid

The teacher situation in every
George M. Baker, the 19 year old
•
Kentucky community is the most
paratrooper son of Mr. and Mrs.
Prizes totaling $1,500 will be critical in more than 15 years with
George Baker, 14 Maplehurst Park, awarded the Kentucky high school
little irnmediate hope of improvKnoxville, Tenn., is now statiqped and grade students who win the
ing, according to Director M. E.
near 1948 Soil Conservation Essay Conat Camp Schimmeplfennig
Ligon of the University of KenSendai, Japan with Headquarters test, Barry Bingham, president of
tucky Teacher Placement Bureau.
and Service Company of the 127th The Courier-Journal, The LouisProf. Ligon cited these conditions
Engineer
Battalion
of
the
Airborne
ville Times and Radio, Station
as responaibla.-directly -air indirect11th Airborne Division. He is in :WHAS announced yestefday.
ly, for the shortage: :
charge of all the water sunply for
Conducted annually since 1944.
1. Comparatively low sakicies in
the 11th Airborne Division. kie the contest is sponsored by the
makes the tests on the water for two papers and the radio station the teaching field.
2. More attractive salaries elsethe proper chlorination content, in cooperation with The Kentucky
where.
checks the equipment for defects Association of Soil ConservatiO
and installs new chlorinators at the District Supervisors.
3. The return to studies by
different water points in northern
To enter the contest every qual- teacher-veterans taking advantage
Honshu and
Hokkaido Islands, ified student should write an es- if the educational provisions of
Japan.
say, not exceeding 1,000 words the GI Bill of Rights.
Baker has been with the 127th on "Why A Soil Conservation
4. Critical housing shortages in
Airborne Engineers since Novem- Program Is Important To Ken- most communities.
ber 1, 1945, when he volunteered tucky". Special emphasis should
5. Many wives who had been
for parachute jump training short- be placed on the importance of teaching have returned to bornesoil
as
compared
with
othe
misty
ly after landing in Japan at the 4th
ak ing.
ural resources and the
ed for
Replacement Depot Yokohama.
The supply of older teachers,
elp rev who formed a backlog during the
s He took his training at the llth soil conservation district
Airbornes' jump school at Yanome this program.
early days of the war, has been
Airstrip with the 10th class. He Prizes Are Bonds
List exhausted, he said. All in
prizes
w
inthree
state
The
qualifying
jump
his
fifth
and
made
II, the bureau has only about one
of
$100,
$50
Savings
Bonds
clude
on January 28 of this year to win
registrant for every 100 calls for
the silver parachute wings of a and $25. In addition, a $25 Sav- teachers.
given
the
Wir1P.
Bond
will
be
ings
United States Paratrooper.
"However, the University seems
er of the best essay from each
Baker spent a year at Ohio State
•ti have turned the corner in a deUniversity under the Army, Spec- of the soil conservation districts in clining interest in preparation for
ialized Training Program before he which at least five essays are sub- teaching," -Prof. Ligon &dared.
entered active service on May 1, mitted.
"From 1940-44 there was a conState awards will be made at
1945. He recently took an eight'.
stant loss of enrollments in teacher
Camthe
annual
Home
and
Farm
week course in earbureter and igeducation, but during the past two
paign
Tom
Wallace
Forestry
nition repair at the Engineer
Essay years there has been a gradual inSchool at Manila in the Philippine Award-Siol Conservation
Contest luncheon-broadcast held in rease.
Islands.
"This does not necessarily mean
Louisville.
Last year's State winners were: that the University will have more
during
this
James Stewart, Gracey, Ky., Sink- teachers available
ing Fork High chool, Christian scNattLyer or when schools open
County Soil Conservation District, again next autumn," he explained.
first -prize; Ruth Boyles. Tomp- -The increase is noted generally in
The new Mayfield radio sta- kinsville, Ky., Tompkinsville High the lower classes-freshmen and
was dedicated Sun- Sehool, Monroe County Soil Con- sophomores-and it will be another
tion
day. September 15. with a pro- servation District, second prize, year :at least before the situation
gram broadcast from the hfayfield and Avalon Skaggs, Hodgenville, begins to improve and we are not
high school auditorium.
Hodgenville High School, Larue expecting it to level off anywhere
The dedication, heard by many County Soil Conservation District. near normal before 1950."
residents of Murray, lasted two
"Last year 4.835 wrote essays on
Principal why there is such need .for soil
Alfalfa is reported by farmers
half hours.
and a
speakers for the opening were conservation in the state." Threl- in Pike county as being the most
Congressman Noble J. Gregory, keld commented yesterday. "This reliable hay crop, three good cutJudge J. E. Warren and County was an increase over the previous tings having been made- in many
Attorney Farland Robbins. Sta- year and we hope that there will instances.
tion WKTM is found at 1050 on be still more contestants in 1948.
the dial.
Need for Control
"In many places in Kentucky the
OUTLAND
AT
SUPPER
PIE
top foot soil which took nature
There will be a Me supper at not less than 10.000 years to form,
being
washed away in one
Outland School, Saturday night, is
September 21. Everyone is in- generation. A course of study on
sod conservation in the stife - has
vited.
brought out to the students the
fact that control of this situation
has great bearing on the future
of Kentucky."
Background material for the contest may be secured from county
agricultural agents, vocational agricultural teachers, soil conservation service technicians, College
of Agriculture, University of Kentucky, and the experience of local farmers.
For contest information write
to J. M. Wynn, in care of The
Courier-Journal, The Times and
WHAS. Louisville, Ky.

New Radio Station
Opened At Mayfield
WKTM

fresh, yet cost
you less

27c
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The Murray Rotary Club met at
Officials of the Kentucky' State
the Woman's Club House last Highway Department took a look
Thursday, with President Alvin G.
at a historic covered bridge across
.
Gibson presiding. After the usual
Licking river near Lair, Ky.,
South
well prepared meal, the guests and
:Ic and decided it was no.
were intro- last wei.
visiting
Rotarians
Bryan Royster, Sebree, longer safe.' Although the bridge
duced.
Ky., former representative from had been in continuous use since
Webster County was the hest of
1870, an order WiiS issued conJudge Pink Curd, J. E. Humphries
of the Poultry Department of, the demning it.
University- uf -Kentucky --was-the _311/ithin _aft...minutes after the_ ora_ _
guest of S. V. Foy, county agent. der was issued the bridge coland Rev. L. O. Leet,'Dialas, Texas, lapsed and fell into the stream.
was the guest of A. B. Austin.
Earl Littleton introduced
the
speaker for the day. Joe
Lovett.
prominent citizen and executive
director of the Mid-South Chain
Stores. Mr. Lovett had as the
subject of his talk, "Ba'oince makes
the Wheel Go 'Round". He brought
cart the point that mime present
day civilizations hairs no middle
class to speak of, but only the
high and low classes. More balance in civic clubs and other orCoach Paul "Bear* Bryant, the
ganizations wit! bring about a betman picked to lead the cellarter understanding and a better
dwelling Kentucky football team
spirit of cooperation, he said.
back up the rungs of the Southeastern Confercrace 'littler, has
been named by southern coaches
as one of the most promising
young grid mentors in the country. Bryant's record since leaving
the University of Alabama bears
out this belief.
Bryant spent the first four years
after graduation._.,from Alabama
as an assistant there to Frank
Thomas, and for two years prior
to the war he assisted Ray Morrison, head coach at Vanderbilt.
With the coming of hostilities,
Bryant found himself in the Navy.
His obvioui talents were recogized and he was made head coach
of the North Carolina Pre-Flight
team.
North
Due to his recordat
Carolina. Bryant was snapped up
on discharge by the University of
Maryland and gave them the most
successful season in years. A more
lucrative offer from the University of Kentucky caused him to
leave Maryland over the protest
of several thousand students who i
sit-down
staged a
short lived
strike until asked to return t I
their classes by Bryant.

'r.

MORRIS & ALLEN
COAL COMPANY
1 0 1 POPLAR
STREET
Phone 1179

'

BLUE BIRD GRILL
Benton Road
•

SANDWICHES
4•

-ALWAYS A GOOD CUP
OF COFFEE•

HAMBURGERS A
SPECIALTY

FIDDLER'S CONTEST

26(

(AN

27(

NEW CONCORD HIGH SCHOOL

18c

Friday Evening, Sept. 27

1

1.

75c
29c
. 30c
. 39c
. 27c

2.

cans

15(

id Jar

BEST QUITAR SOLO ( with singing)First prize, Work Shirt, Jeffrey's.
Second prize, $1.50 in Groceries, Swann's Grocery.

4.

BEST HARP SOLOFirst prize, $2.00, Murray Consumers Coal and Ice Co..
Second prize, $1.00, Furches Jewelry Store.

5.

BEST FIDDLER PLAYING "OVER THE WAVES:'
First prize, 10 Gallons Gas, Red and White krvice
•
Frank Hargis.
Second prize, Tie or Belt-, Graham & Jackson.

trt
9jar
6.

The city council of Somerset,
Ky. passed a new city ordinance
last week regulating the installment of new parking meters.
Somerset, one of the many towns
in Kentucky adopting the meters,
has made special arrangements
for meters near Post Offices and
such public Mecca where, short
parking limits are the rule.
The entire business section of
the city is to be serviced with
the meters.

BEST DANCERFirst prize, Flashlight, Purdom Hardware Co.
Second prize, Safety Razor, Holland-Hart Drug Co.

3.

59(

11c

SOMERSET CITY COUNCIL
ACTS ON PARKING METERS

BEST FIDDLER PLAYING OWN SELECTIONFirst prize, $2.00, Murray Hatchery; $1.00, Diuguid's
Second prize, $2.00, Grover Wood James.

Station,

ASPVES
53c

BEST VOCAL SOLOFirst prize, 1 pair Nylon Hose, Littleton's.
Second prize, 4 pints Ice Cream, New Concord Grocery.

9.

BEST STRING BAND (.3 Or more instruments)First prize, $2.00, Murray Auto Parts, Walter Miller.
$2.00, Murray Paint and Wallpaper Co.
Second prize, $2.00 in Merchandise, T. 0. Turner.

12c
,12c

10.

BEST VOCAL QUARTETFirst prize, 1 Garment Cleaned (for each' member),
Cleaners.
Second prize, $2.00, Jim's Pastry Shop.

12.

16c

Boone,

7c

BEST MUSICIAN OF-THE EVENING- (Not required to Way
again)First prize, $2.00, Henry Hargis, $2.00, U-Tote-Em Grocery,
$2.00, Dewey Ragsdale.
Second prize, 25 pounds Flour, Montgomery's, New Concord.

Admission 15c and 25c

mummers

A "hummer"- In

railroad language -is a

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST.
WILL HOLD GOSPEL MEET

And you'll find "hummers" a-plenty on the

A series of Gospel meetings. beginning Thursday, September 26,
will be held at the Dexter Church
of Christ. Services will be in
charge of Bro. Charles Houser of
Fulton
All meetings will begin
at 7:45 pm.
The pTiblie it cordially invited to
attend.

They're the men who ar•

working now to give th• South finer, faster,
safer, more dependable transportation.

YOUR VALUED ORIGINALS
Quickly! Accurately! Al tow Coal-

11.-- LARGEST FAMILY PRESENT- First prize, 25 pounds Flour, $2900 in merchandise, Allbritten
Bros., New Concord.
Second prize, 25 lbs. Exclusive Flour, Murray Milling Co.

29'

11

N. C. & St. L.

7.-BEST WHISTLING (any tune)
First prize, Shirt, Draper & Darwin.
Second prize, Pocket Knife, Douglass Hardware Co.
8.

1111

man of outstanding ability.

BEST HUSBAND CALLERFirst prize, 1 Gallon Del-Rose Ice Cream, Del-Rose Ice Cream
Co.
Second prize, Canister Set, Economy Hardware Co.

16c

WE'RE L••KING FOR

oitr iierviwy so quiekly phot000py your Leto,. ("harts. Sloe 175dirturea. ClippingS
ANYiontrartg ifteRor
•
441'•
THINGto l
W'. will sore yriu typing and ettaeklas tine
with those permanent error -proof, leg•liy.
sereptrd photoeoplea of anything written,
typed. grawn. or photograpNwl
..
P1,11 if on hoah ottgartl Prints are math. In strietest
roorkfenee Your rboiee of mat or glossy Palm.
,
NOW
for
spriii
Harrier
and
('•1 1 our PbotoroPY
results at low mat,

• Kodak Finishing
• Advertising
Photography
• Portraits

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA I ST. LOUIS RAKINAY

•

DONELL STUDIO
203 SOUTH SIXTH STREET.
Phone 387

ise•

IP

COPY Fk‘DED

•
4
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Green Creek News I

OUR DEMOCRACY

Letter To Editor

HEADING FOR COLLEGE

,Ed. Note: Letters to the editors are s welcomed from anyone.
These letters must be limited, to
150 words, are subject to editing,
and must be signed by the writer.
Unsigned letters will nut be printLetters to the editor do not
ed
neceedirily reflect the opinions of
this newspaper •

AMERiCA'S YOUTH TODAY, RETURNING FROM
WAR SERVICE OR COm.N6 UP THROUGH SCHOOL,
HAS AN INCREASED AWARENESS OF INOiviDUA1-,
NATiONAL AND VVORLD PROBLEMS, AND OF THE ,
VALUE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN PR&PARi NG
FOR THE RESPONSIBILITIES Of /HE T1MES.

Subscription Ratea:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties.
$3.00.
PM a Year; In Kentucky, $2.50; Elsewhere,

Tobatico cutting is about over
and farmers are getting ready to
cut hay and make molasses.
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander,
Mr.- and Mrs. Herbert Alexander
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Key went
to Kentucky. Lake Sunday.
Mrs. Mettle St. John is visiting
her daughter. Mrs. Rebel Gipson.
id Hazel for a few days.
Mrs. Rebel Gipson spent Tuesday with Mrs. Flossie Miller. a
Herbert Alton and family spent
Sunday with Winburn Mimi and
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79
oourtner
g viabc
nins
ne
Bfeittih
o
of the
East;north
Orr farm; thence north
Lucy
about 80 poles to a stake; thence
east about 78 poles to a stake;
thence south about 80 poles to a
stake; thence west about 78 poles
Calloway circuit Court
to the beginning, containing 40
acres more or less. J. Matt PasEtta Cooper Taylor Et Al,
obtained title to the above
Plaintiffs chall
tract by deeds showp in deed
Vs. JUDGMENT .
book 54, page 831 and Com, deed
Wayne Stone, Et Al
page 226, Calloway CounDefendants book 2,
ty Court Clerk's office.
orand
judgment
a
By virtue of
For the purchase price the purder of sale of the Calloway Cirmust execute bond with apchaser
cuit Court, rendered at the Augseeurities, bearing legal inproved
ust term thereof, 1946, in the above
the day of sale unfrom
terest,
cause for the purpose of settlement
til paid, and having the force and
of estate. and costs herein exeffect of a judgment. Bidders will
pended. I shall proceed to offer
be prepared to comply promptly
for sale at the court ,house door
S.
wit& these_ terms -George
ere'
M
-the
-to
,
KentuckyMurray:.
In
Master, _Commissiener.
Hart.
on
auction,
public
est bidder at
Monday. the 23rd day of SeptemORDINANCE NUMBER ONE
ber. 1946, at 1 o'clock or thereHUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN 11671
alaout 'same being county court
DECLARING THE NEED, NECESday), upon a credit of six months,
SITY AND DESIRABILITY OF
the following described property,
ANNEXING TO THE CITY OF
being and lying in Calloway CounMURRAY CERTAIN TERRITORY
ty, Kentucky, towit:
ADJACENT THERETO, AND DEA part of S. 29 T. 1 R. 4 East:
G THE TERRITORY
SCRIBIN
of
Beginning at the NE corner
TO BE ANNEXED
PROPOSED
said tract; thence south 50 poles
AND BOCNDS.
to a rock; thence west 80 poles to BY
a stake: thence north 50 poles tu a
IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY
stake; thence east 80 -pqies to the BE
COUNCIL OF THE CITY _OF
beginning, containing 25 acres.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY: Also another tract beginning at

'COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

To The Ledger and Times
Dear Editor:.
Since the issues concerning the
leadership of _the First Baptist
wife
Church Save, been so widely publiLawrence and
Harland
cized. both in the press and by
went to Wickliffe to the dog races
anonymous letters through the
Sunday.
ASSOCIATION—
THE KENTUCKY
melt and litrateted front the pulJim
McQuery gathered corn
IONS
CIRCULAT
OF
BUREAU
ALDIT
have
I
since
',pastor,
pit by the
Friday.
Editor
pubthe
to
and
Letters
accused
been so greedy
Robert Craig baled hay for IrWe reserve the right to reject an. Advertising.
the best interest licly denounced in ,a vindictive
vin Miller and Harland Lawrence
it Public Voice items whieh in our opinicn is not for
prefaced
it our readers:
Friday.
utterance which was not
'
- Edgar St. John and family are
by one word of Scripture or justified by the teaching of the Word
spending the day with Bonnie St.
John's wife and children.
of Ood, and was a fabrication of
Mr. and Mrs. Charley cuip are
of falsehood. exaggeration,, misrepreThose %rho have noticed how our democratic form
ridis
and contemptou.
expecting their son home from
during the rdsmtation.
"
"faithful
the
of
care
taken
has
nt
tovernme
the Army soon.
cule; and turner, that insult has
to learn
last generation will not he surprised in the least
Edd Harman is having chills.
been added to injury by a deof labor, Is now 1115,erately planned effort to den''
Jim White visited Edd Harmon
that Madarne Perkins, former secretary
on. me the opportunity to answer ti..
and children Thursday.
the three members of the Civil Service Commissi
one of'
Curti, Alexander called at the
as a charges. defend my mend. or vinThe fact that her services during thirteen years
,
integlity of purpose:
home of Mrs. Flossie Miller •Wedlabor and dicate my
to
both
ng
displeasi
were
cabinet
the
of
pule
member
nesday evening.-_Bull Dog
and further. since the general
the SE corner of Old H. E. Brantion when
SECTION I. That is it needful,
industry does not seen) to enter into considera
Ire Is al,Way,..intlitutd_ to accept
lands; thence east 75 feet;
don
wear
C. C. Huggins of MeCrackeg thence north 75 feet; thence west necessary and desirable that the
Mister's statement abeve others,
it comes to findinle-reaother position at $12.000.00 a
county again grew Ky. 33 tobacco, 75 feet; thence south 75 feet to Mowing &seeded lands lying
t us honoring his holy-falling.
for life. just $3.11b0.00 a year less than she received
n and until bitter experience forces them
after eliminating wilt in his field the beginning, adjoining the above adjacent and contiguous to the
If a Tennessee voter had time to visit Washingt
boundary limits of ,The
Olherwise: :in to:
with that variety last year.
conclusion
would
a
to
hi
payroll
bureau
tract on the east and in sae sec- present
federal
the
of
study the roster
City of Murray, Kentucky, be
thinking of mar
the
since
ther.
tion.
thought
he
people
of
be surprised to see too many names
City of Murray,
believe enythine.
Being the same lands in all re- annexed to said
In fact it permits them to
the taxpayers had been relieved of velars ago.
Kentticky, and become a part
false, until there is an
R.
however
S.
to
was
conveyed
that
spects
"powers
seems that when one once gets identified with the
emphatic denial: and finally .,.at
Cooper on 18 October 1918 and of th,reof:
capacity
agt!
THROUGH THE G.I. BILL OF RIGHTS, THROUGH ENDOWMENTS
ete
-Beginning It a stone at the
haln
who
m3
osejn
fif:cthw.e
4i
that be" he will be taken care of in a lucrative
the requa
record in deed book 40 page 424,
AND
AND SCHOLARsaties,THROUGH LIFE INSURANCE
northwest corner of the northClerk's
Court
aeuitty
Calloseete-C
for the ret.uihi if,.
SAviNGS- MORE YOUNGSTERS THAN EVER BEFORE
years city. and feel that others' faith,
west quarter of Section 27, Townif?ice.
The voters of Mississippi once thought many
WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY, IN OUR COLLEGES
ship 2. Range 4 East, same being
d will be strengthened by this staterepudiate
purCourt
the
Circuit
Celloway
prfce
the
purchase
For
they
when
Alibi)
with
through
ago they were
AND UNiVERSiTIES,OP EadaPING THEMSELVES
Plaintiff chaser must execute bond with the northwest corner of said City
Bank of Murray.
state ment: 1 do hereby de.ny, the utternative
him At the Tolls after having brought his
false.
as
me
ACY.
of Sale approved securities, bearing legal of Murray. Calloway county, Kenagainst
and
Order
DEMOCR
Ve
OW
Judgment
IN
made
NSMP
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C/r/ZE
'Olt 11177ER
beenin all
4 degrees 5
nearer the verge of bankrupty than it had ever
and exaggerated. mod A. Tucker and Wife.
Sidney
interest from the day of sale un- tucky, thence south
misleadiret.
a job that
feet to a stone,
5154
east
minutes
alits history. but he bobbed till in Washington in
therein
truth
and
force
of
Defendants
the
having
Tucker,
Ruby
and
paid,
til
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the
paid him as
By virtue of a judgment and effect of a judgfrient. Bidders will same being the southa est corner
paid him more than the Mississippi voters
together misinterpreted ard consince!
pay
day's
a
lost
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- be prepared to comply promptly of said City, and being a point 15
torted for the sole purpose of ex'governor. And he hasn't
of
fertiThe alting Himself bv defaming others,
cuit Court, rendered at the April with these terms_George S Hart, feet north of the south line
'We know nothing about Madame Perkins' fitness
said Section 27; thence north 841,
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1945,
thereof,
Trumob
term
the
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of
President
of
reseeting
terms
hands
the
and
the
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What
received
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place she has lust
degrees east 2712 feet; thence
his hearers. -Yet
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with
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of
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Does
the
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months'?
never
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per
cent
per
six
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rate
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he
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with
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paid:
until
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from
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the body of
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idea
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well,
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$115.00,
sum
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not bring areinst him a railing ac- Times is beghming publication of
A. The Suite B.iard for Selective est at the rate of six per cent per
should be divided
Right of Way; thence south 50o
cusation but said -The 1...ord re- .4 weekly survey_ oL the labor marcy that the emoluments of government
'Service in Memorandum No. 77-C
feet; thence south als, degrees
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from June 28, 1946. until
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Boss Ed Ctump of Memphis shocked
west of the vrest edge of South
eut having served outside the con- the court homer door an Murray, Mason M. Paschall, Et Al
n patens, in the First Baptist' Church field. Ky.
Street; thence north
of the United States Kentucky, to the highest bidder at
porters in(•hicago last week by predicting a Republica
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Thirteenth
tinental
Plaintiffs
proves of Murray. Kertietty_ more than
- 'up- sr Alaska. or who )as- not screed
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Thirteenth Street
a
parallel
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Monday,
on
Will be elected president in 19-IS. If his prediction
auction,
public
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the Pastorate
to the practice of twenty years under
ward-As more materials become in active duty in the land or Naval 23rd day of September.. at 1 Bell Paschall. Et Al
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through the "
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to
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for
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that
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StlE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding

TRAVEL TO DETROIT
BY

RONALD W.CHURCHILL, OWNER

PHONE 7-- MURRAY, KY.

REAL ESTATE

South Side
Square
•
Call 383

ELWOOD McREYNOLDS

ROY HURT

Representative
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY
Murray, Kentucky

COME IN AND LET ME.

Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

TEST YOUR
WATCH,'FREE!

WATCH FOR THE OPENING
OF THE

Belote- Gilbert Co.

"s4

BOONE'S

Watch

Prescriptions A
Specialty

SUPERIOR

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

Painting and
Decorating

We Will Handle
Furniture, Appliances, Rugs,
and Stoves

1

ATTENTION

Master

Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate.
Veterinarian

Dodge Plymouth
Owners

Furches Jewelry
Store

TAXI
SERVICE

PARKER

Murray Auto Parts

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
DODGE and PLYMOUTH
ALLS and SERVICE

•

•

M. CATHEY

•
.1)R. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

TELEPHONE

PLUMBING
•

loWS:

BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

A. B. Beale & Son
..Est. 1897

Murray, Ky.

Wallh Drug

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear
518 Wept

•

ouh.its duly

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

Save 10 to 20%

If It's ...
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets

MISS AHART IS HOSTESS
ber 4.
Miss Oneida Ahart was hostess
to members of the Delta Mu Chapter, Tau Phi Lambda Woodman
Sorority Tuesday, September 10.
A short business meeting was
conducted in which Miss Lynn
Radford was elected to replace
Mrs. Cleatus McDaniel; she is to
attend the Woodman Circle National Institute in Denver, Colorado September 29 -through Octo-

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
t the Blue Bird Cafe

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

a

Bible study for October will be
Hebrews 11 chapter conducted by
Mrs. E. H. Smith.
-• • •

DIGNITY
REV ERENCE
ECONOMY

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At

Esther Doores, Miss Lou Smith
and Mrs. Edd Billington.

SERVICE wrOD

BROOKS BUS LINE

SUPPLIE,S

:1
14

-The Old Rugged Cross," Mrs.
Newel Doores read the 22nd chaptee of Proverbs. The program included S'ymbolism of the Cross, by
Km. EOd. Billington The Evangelisitic Clibrch, Lou Smith; The
House of Goit,,Mrs. E. N. Smith.
Roll call was anSwered by Bible
quotations. Bible study. was conducted by Mrs. Noble Fnqua.
Visitors present were MiSs Norma Doores, Mrs. 0. J. Bazzell and
Mrs. Attie Pigg.
Mrs.
present were
Members
Zenobia Watson, Mrs. Mable Fuqua. Mrs. Ophelia Guthrie, Mrs.
Mary Hendrick. Mrs. Lola Smith,
Mrs. Nannie SmitTi. Mrs. Bertha
Doores, Mrs. Sylvia Doores, Mrs.

Main Street

•

Phone 307-W

The Old Reliable

138
TAXI

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

•
.•11.0.41•1111.1

Telephone 64

COMBINATION STORM
AND SCREEN WINDOW

We Deliver

Thel[Ledgerl& Times

COMPARISON
WILL
PROVE

FRAZEE MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

The only double hung, two-sliding sash
winter and summer window on
the market. Built as the best
house windows are built. With
screens made of copper.
SEE THE BEST—BUY

FIRE

Automobile

Casualty

Gatlin Building

Telephone 331

THE BEST
Murray,

Kentucky

Call or write for Free Estimate and Demonstration

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

•

L. E. HUGHES
302 South Sixth

Partner.

Street Murray, Ky.
, .

'It Does Make a /Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
4:hone 99-R

Ilestsesime.memsmim•

a

•

4

1

•

A

t.11•••••..-

COPY NUIECI

r1t5s

ris4

•

44.
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MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister

FIRST MLTHODisi 1 lit RI it
T. II. :Mullins, .Jr.. Minister
•

IIRST CHRISTIAN C'HURCH
Robert t. Jarman, Minister

9:45 a.m. Church School. W. B.
9:30 a.m. Sunday Schad' '
Moser, superintendent. Classes
11:00.a.m. Morning Worship
•
for all age groUps.
5:00 pm. Youth Choir Rerearsal
Morning Worship, ser6:30 p m. Methodist Youth Fel- 16:55 a.m.
mon by the minister with spelowship
music each Sunday under
cial
Worship
Evening
m.
7:30 p
the direction of Merle T. Kes7:30 p.m. Wedneaday. Pr ay et
ler. minister of music.
- a •
Meeting
Groupia, under
9:30-pas.
r
9730-pan. -C-ol
the direction of Mrs. E. L.
Max B Hurt, Chairman Board of
Noel, Jr.. student director, and
Stewards
Mrs. A. B. Austin.
E. 13. Howion. Superintendent of
7.30 p.m. Evening • Worship with
'
Sunday &hie,
sermon by the minister..
Van D. Valentine. Secretary of
Suaday School.
Mrs. Shelby Haddam. MYF High
School Counselor
. InterGeorge 14 Overbey. My*
mediate Counselor
Mrs Robert Smith, MYF Junior

BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
.1. II. Thurman, Pastor
First Sunday .2-00 p.m._ Sunday
School. Paul Newton. Superintendent.Preaching at -3.00 Pm. .
Third Sunday. Sunday School at
10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
and 630 p.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
IL A. West. Pastor
•
9:30 e rn-Sunday School, Alvin
HarPell, superintendent.
1045 a.m..-- Morning worship
7:30 para.-Evening worship
7:00 p.m.-Group Meetings
Tuesday
2.30 pan.W.Nt S. at the Church
Wednesday
7.30 p m L-Mid-Week Prayer Service "rind Bible Study
8 30 p.m -Teachers and Officers
Meeting

IMRE Coto Name!
Take no chances on C031 shortage, or on inad_•
'pate delisery set-Nice this winter. FILL YOUR
COAL BIN NOW. Get cash from us to buy a winter's
L:pish ,f coal ia hilt: it is as ailable. Come in or phone.

niersiale

506 W. Main St.
Phone 1180

L.oart Co•zpozatLox

South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub
Erwin, superintendent
Worship Service at 11.0 a.m.,
first and third Sundays.
Hazel Church
Sunday School at 10 a.m, James
X. Underwood, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m..
second Sunday, and at 8:00 p.m.
second and fourth Sundays.
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
third .and fourth Sundays, and at
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
Craig. superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m.
second Sunday.

.r;

.4.
like to Aire an orties
If ou are awaiting delivery of a new Nash. or would
and will do all that can 'for one, be assured that your Nash dealer is doing
Please be patient with
be done to make delivery to you AS boon as passable.
your Nash dealer. You %ill be glad you waited.

PARKERS GARAGE

HAZEL NEWS

SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Buron Richerson, Pastor

41iii , i

KATTERJOHN CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRUCK LOTS
MURRAY DELIVERED PRICES
8-inch Cinder .
19 I -4c
8-in(11 White Limestone
4-inch Cinder
12 3-4,L.
4-inch White Litnestone

ROSS FEED COMPANY

34
9 1-2(
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REAL VALUE!

SLASH!

PRICE

SOS FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

it•g. lie Yale•
RADIATOR
FLUSH AND
RADIATOR
RUST
RESISTOR

37c 1.,

beta

For removing
dirt, dust and
sludge in the
cooling system.

Brass. Can't oorrode or
leak_ Completely
Quart size.

Hoot For Roli.ei

HEATING PA)
3.95
A three-speed ped wit% two iiisl'oty oes.
trolls. Sort, water-repellent eiderdown
corer. Right-foot msg.

Adequate Servke
Depends on Adequate Earnings
'14-/HILE

SUPER SPECIAL!

THEY

LAST'

Your Telephone Company is doing the largest
volume of business in its history, yet telephone earnings continue to go down rapidly.
The reason is perfectly clear. While your telephone rate has remained the same for many
years, the costs of furnishing you service
have increased. Wages, building costs. telephone materials, services, all have been going

ik

SCREW DRIVER . .90
Two-Ineh Pocket Type.
141. 35c

COMB. PLIERS . .23g
Rog

70

MONKEY WRENCH1.46
Ten

up so fast that-

Super Vibrapac
Vibrated,
Duro-Plastic
t Cement
Blox

•

Well-k.
ohs, or
Corpsrr
onstrat
charge
field. V
10 a in.
Mr.
od coni
markat
erage c
or loca
no mat

..al:

Palestine, i1:00
First Sunday:
a.m ; Hardin. 7 p.m.'
Sunday: Olive, 11.00 a m.;
.
. a„ .Second
. Xs,
Lnion Ridge. 3:00 p.m. .
'4
ird Sunday. at Hardin 11:'00
lestine. 3 p.m
a m;
,..
Fourtht Sunday: Dexter. 10.00
am. and tftho Ridge. 11:15 a.m. ••
Muhay, Ky. Everyone is: invited.

THUF

Y4

HARDIN -CIRCUIT
Henry Smith, Pastor

"Katiermillox

MURRAY,
REPRESENTATIVE

Services are held each Sunday
Second Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sun- as follows:
First, third, and fifth Sundays
day School, Jas. H. Foster. Superintendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m. at 10 o'clock; second and fourth
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
Fourth 'Sunday, Sunday School
at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00

.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR
LIMESTONE CONCRETE

High
Temperature
Steam Kiln
Cured

North Twelfth Street

the church for bers and two visitors, Mrs. MunOvercast,
the monthly study with 1Vars. cie Steely and Mrs. Coil
a
Brent Langston conducting the present. Following the program
short busTness meeting was held
program.
president, Mrs. Paul
with the
Hymn, "I Love to Tell the
Dailey, in charge.
Story"; prayer, Mrs. Robbie Milstead; hymn, "The Light of the
SUGAR UPPED
World Is Jesus."
About two cents increase per
Those taking part on the proof sugar has
gram were Mrs. Grace Wilson, pound in the price
been authorized by OPA and will
Mrs. Russell, Mrs. Armstrong, an
retail level in
Mrs. Milstead. It was a very in-I be effective at the
teresting meeting with 15 mem- about six days.

ALMO CIRCUIT
L. R. Putnam. Pastor
First Sunday-Temple Hill. Sunday School 10:00 o'clock each Sunday; church services 11.00 and Independence 2:45.
' Second Sunday --Russells Chapel.
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sunday; church services. 11:00 a.m.
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
,
i Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
, church services 11 a.m.
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill. •
1
'
Church services 11:00 am. Bethel
. I -Sunday School 11.00 each Sun.lay and church services 2:45 pm.
_1

Hope,I'm waiting for a

Phone 373

- - -W.M.S. met at

•Ar

ts.

Street

St. Leo's Catchalls Church

Mrs. None Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Cy Miller were in Bruceton Sunvisiting Mr. and
Preaching every Sunday morn- day afternoon
Orr
and family.
C.
D.
Miss Polite Small, Church Sec.
Mrs.
on
Sunand
ing at 11:00 o'clock
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Secretary, Phone 75
Robert Owen is superintendent their visitor Mrs. S. S. Garrett
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
of Sunday School held every'Sun- an$ in Williamsburg visiting their
Superintendent
brother, Arthur Denham and Mrs.
day at MOO o'clock.
Ronald Churchill, T. U., Director
B.T.U. every sunciay molt at Denham.
Pres.
NVMU
Mrs. Eugene Shipley.
_LtQb Bray was in Memphis Mon6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and
Itgerritng
day on business.
following B.T.U.
preaching
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,
Prayer meining every Wednesday
10:45 a.m.
Morning worship
Mrs. H. I. Neely and Miss Eva
night at 7:00 o'clock.
Evening'
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at Pt rry accompanied their nephew,
6,45 p m • ELM GROVE BAPTJU CHURCH
Training Union
1:30 p.m. after the first and third James M. Overcast, to Oxford,
fistor
Cone,
B.
pm.
W.
8700
Evening worship
htissa Sunday where he will enter
Sunday each month.
Prayer meeting. Wed... 8:00 p
the University.
each
a.m.
10:00
at
School
Sunday
Printia Harris of Gilbertaville
MURRAY CIRCUIT
Sunday. Allen Wells. superintendCHURCTI
RIAN
FIRST PRESBYTE
spent the week-end in Hazel as
Pastor
Riggs,
A.
C.
ent.
Pastor
Samuel C. McKee,
guest of friends.
Morning Worship at 11:00 am
Mrs. Rosa Orr is in Bruceton,
First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
Sunday.
each
Tenn., this week visiting her sun.
9:45 a na Sunday School
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
Union at 6.00 pm. each
Training
10:00 'a.m. Miss Ella Weihing's Sunday. Alfred Williams, director. Second Sunday-Martins Chapel Doris Orr itncl Mrs. Orr and fainily.
Bible Claaa for College Students
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
Evening Worship at 7:00 p.m..'
Mrs. D. N. White, Mrs. Claud
11:00 a.m. Worahip Service
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
each Sunday.
Sermon by pastor.
Anderson, and Mrs. A. G. ChilGoshen 3 p.m.
M.U. meets every second and
W.
a Seminor meeting
4'30 pan. Senior High Fellowship fourth Wednesday at 2.00 pm.
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs ders attended
at Fulton,
6:45 pin. Westminster Fellowship
G.A.'s, and Sunbeams meet
9:45 a m.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.; of the W.C. of. C. S.
BA's.
Wed4esday. 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week on second and fourth Wednesday
Wednesday.
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
MT. and Mrs. Claud Anderson,
Prayer Meeting .
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
nights.
Mrs. Bessie Thomas, and Mr. and
11 a.m.
Mrs. Charlie Denham spent SunPLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
day in Paducah. and Mr. AnderOF CHRIST
CHURCH
CHURCH
BAPTIST
HAZEL
son and Mr. Denham attended a
Henry Hargis, Pastor
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
meeting of the Forty and Eight
the American Legion.
of
Sunday School at 10:30 a m. exeach
m.
a
Sunday School 10:00
First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford
cept fourth Sunday, 1:30 p.m.
Cunningham, Su- Sunday. Sunday School SuperinMorgan
School,
have as theirosompany this week
Preaching services cacti second
perintendent. Preaching at 11:00 tendent. Paul Dailey.
--Mm. Elmer
Sunday at 11 a.m.
am
11
2:00
at
at
Worship
before
Morning
Saturday.
a m. and
Raymon of Columbus, 0.
Preaching services each fourth•
each
Sundays
fourth
and
second
p.m.
-Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Orr, MemSunday at 2:30 p.m.
month.
phis, Ttpan.. spent the week-end in
Evening Service at 7:45 on secKIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Hazel ' visiting their parents, Mrs.
'I-NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
ond and fourth Sundays.
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
Orr and Mr. and Mrs. W.
Rupert
RIAN
PRESBYTE
NIBERLAND-• Training Unions each Sunday at Curd.asm
turr.y
CHURCH
director.
White,
Laymaa
p.m.
1:30
:
First Sunday-Kirusey 11
and Mrs. R. R. Hicks Jr.,
Clarence F. Smith, Pastor
W.M.U., G.A., R.A. meets on
idfamily of California came in
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mi.
and
Wednesday following second
night for a short visit
!Lebrun 7:30 p.m. •
Sunday Schaol, 10 a.m
with their patents, Mr. and Mrs.
, Second Senday-Coldwater 11 fourth Sundays.
Worship Service, 11 aim.
a ma(Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
R. R. Hicks and family.
Christiin Endeavor, 7 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
Mrs R. R. Hicks and visitors
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
pm.
W-orship Service, 8
7:30 p
John Stringer, Pastor
were in Paris, Tenn., Monday
Prayer Meeting each Wednes- a.ma Kirksey
morning to visit Mrs. R. B. ChrisFourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11
day evening 8 p.m.
Camp Ground 3 p.m.: Ed Russ, Church Secretary
man.
We will appreciate your pres- a.m.; Cries
Miss Martha Miller, Sunday School
J. B. Mayer is confined to his
Coldwa er 7.30 p.m.
ence.
•
Secretary
bed with illness.
There is Church School at each
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mayer of
of these churches at 10 aria every Homer Lassiter, Sunday School
54 SINKING SPRING BAITIBT
Superintendent
Clarksville'. Tenn.. are here to
Sunday. Your attendance is apCHURCH
Morning
Visit Mrs. Ella Mayer and Jim
•
preciated.
M M. Hampton. pastor
10:00 a.m. who is quite sick at their home.
Sunday School
* 11:00 ana
,
orship
Morning Worship
-- -COLDW %TER CHURCH OF
10 00 arm. Sunday School. Sylves•
Royal Serviee Program
11111.1sT
ter Paschall, superintendent
Topic for the month - ''The
Prayer Meeting, Wed. ___ 7:30 p.m.
Merritt louagblood. Minister
7:30 p.m. Christian Feundation For the Good
11.00 a.m. Preaching Service
Evening Worship
6.00 . p.m. BTU.L. D. Warren.
Neighbor Policy."
Church School each Lord's Day
director.
On Wednesday afternoon the
TEE CLASSIFIEDS
READ
at 10 00 a.m.
7.00 p.m. Preaching a, rvice
Preaching: Second and Four'h
Sunday at 11.00 a.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Braxton B. Sawyer, Pastor

41.„

South Four

OAK GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

CIRCUIT DIRTMODEBT

CHURCH
A. G. Childers. Pastor

Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
at
Worship with communion
10:50 am. and 7:30 p.m.
Bible
Mid- week
Wednesday:
study at 7:36 p.m. with classes for
all ages.
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The amount o money Peed Out to plo.,de
smirrictt ii increasing taster than the amount
Talren_ln. Actually telephone •arnings today
are the forfeit in our history!

HACKSAW. . .•235

It is basic with any business that good service
depends on reasonable earnings. To render
good telephpne service and to continually
improve and expand it, reasonable telephone
earnings are essential.

MONEY SAVER!

Rog.
1.59

PORTABLE
BATTERY

I.

For more.effIcient performance of your radio.
Finest quality.

Supreme Quality.

Rog 1.98

BUMPER
JACK

1 The amount of money Paid Out to provide
telephone service is increasing faster than
the amount Taken In.
Telephone earnings are 61....e lowest itt

SENSATIONAL!
Reg. 2.19

JAW
WRENCl1.51
tools in one?
Dovelopt up to 1000

•

Fl•ti

2 history.

pound,' pfe`ssure

3 Reasonable

telephone earnings are eesese4
tial to good telephone service.
i OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT OR IF YOU PREFER,.
USE OUR' CONVENIENT BUDGET PLAN
'

Our public duty demands that we give
you these facts.

la)

' Phone 101
110 North Third Street

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TRIGRAPH
•
INCORPORATID

COMPANY

S

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies
Van Barnett

L. E, Kerley

Phone 135

44,11
F
a

4•4

Se-

'4
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GIRL SCOUT
NEWS

ild

sot
.t
per
has
vill
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4

rer•

plies

. Kerley

TROOP 2
The intermediates of Girl Scout
Troop 2 met Monday with Mrs.
Lewis Drake and Mrs. Rarold Gijbert in the basement of the Methodist Church. It was the first
yseeting of the seuson. The meeting came to order at 3:30. We
organized the three patrols and

•
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named them. We elected an assistant for each patrol and a
scribe, Ann Curry, and secretary:.
treaflarer, Mary Hopkins, for the
troop. The patrols were named
Mountain Laurel, Star of Bkhlehem and Forget Me Not. We also
madessirivitations ,inviting mothers
to a meeting of Troop 2 mothers
on Thursday afternoon at 2:30
at the home of Mrs. Drake. 'The
meeting closed with a good night
circle.
tz Ann Curry, Salts()

TROOP 6
A meeting of Troop 6 was held
in the office of the Murray ChamExpert Coming
ber of Commerce on Thursday.
To Mayfield Again
September 12. Out new leader's,
Miss Madge Patterson and Mrs.
GEO. L..HOWE.
Modena, Hackett, were preseht.
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis, and ex-U. S. Army Medical
We
organized our patrols and
Corpsman, will personally demelected officers.
onstrate his method without.
Thii Blue Bird Patrol selected
charge at the Hall Hotel, MayNancy
Wear, president; Janet
field. Wednesday, Sept. 25, from
Smith, vice president; Lochie Fay
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Hart. secretary; and Betty Sue
Mr. Howe says the Howe methHutson, trear,urer.
The Purple
od contracts the openings in reViolet Patrol selected Peggy Turmarkably short time on the avner, president; Carolyn Melugin,
erage case, regardless of the size
or location of the rupture, and
vice
Weatherly,
president; Kay
no matter how much you lift or
secretary an Letha Lyons, treasstrain, and puts you back to
urer. Frieda Jones .was named
work the same day as efficient
scribe for the two patrols. Plans
;is before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Shield has .have been made for the next
meeting.- .
no leg strap; waterproof, saniFrieda Jones, Scribe
I
tary, practically indestructible,
and can be worn while bathing.
TROOP 7
Each shield is skillfully molded
The Girl. Scout Troop 7 of the
and fitted to the parts under
Training Schonr..held its second
heat, which gives a perfect fit
meeting Monday. September 16. at
and satisfaction.
3:30. Those attending were BarLarge and difficult ruptures
bara Ashcraft, Diane Hendricks.
following operations especially
solicited.
Julia Fuqua, Ardath Boyd and
Do not overlook this opportuDixie Harp.
nity if you want gratifying reDiane Hendricks was chosen
sults. Mailing address P. 0. Box
patrol Icader.
5233 E. Michigan St. Station. InThe mothers of Troop 7 also atdianapolis, Ind.
tended a ineeting Septernbr 10 at

RUPTURE

NOTICE TO OUR FRIENDS
IN MURRAY.. .
We Are Now Operating On Our
FALL AND WINTER BOWLING
SCHEDULE
OUR HOURS ARE
Week Days 3:00 P. M. Till
Saturdays and Sundays 1:00 P. M. Till—

TEN - PIN HOUSE
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

the home of Mrs. R. E. Kelley,
troop leader, at a p.m.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry will assist in '
troop work. The assistant leader
is Mrs. John T. Treats
Ardath Boyd, Scribe
•

Murray Route V
We are needing rain to sow
wheat, finish late corn,' gardens,
etc.

Ex-Service Men's
News
By ('Iaude S. Sprowls
Department Service Officer
American Legion of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

CONVEYANCES FOR
AMPUTEE VETERANS

.Tasbacco is all at. and a very
Application forms for amputee
good crop is reported.
veterans for use in obtaining cars
Mrs. J. N. Johnson is improving.
under the $30,000,000 program reAlso 011ie Storn feels some better.
cently established by Congress. are
Mr.-and Mrs. Goebel Scarbrough
limited to those veterans of World
and family of .Murray spent SunWar II who are "entitled to comday with Mr. and Mrs. Dave liar- pensation . for .the loss. or -time of
mod and son.
use, of one or both legs at or above
Mrs. May Grubbs visited Mr.
the ankle:: The forms may be seand Mrs. Zol Swor Saturday aftercured from any VA office or connoon.
tact representative, wPth full inforMr. and Mrs. Joe Rogers of‘
mation as to the established proRoyal Oak, Mich., visited Mr. and
cedure in procuring the vehicle.
Mrs. Geo. Linville and daughter
-.To avoid any misunderstandings
Saturday and Sunday, September
of Public Law 663, VA stresses these
7 and 8.
Little John Salmon is visiting facts:
' The total purchase price, inhis grandparents and aunt for a
cluding any tax and all special atfew days.
- Mrs. Myrtle Steele is having her tachments, cannot exceed $1.600.
nor can the veteran pay the differteeth extracted.
Mr. arid Mrs. Ray Thurman and ence for a more expensive car.
2. Veterans cannot be reimbursdaughter called on Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. LinVille and family Sunday ed for cars purchased prior to this
afternoon.
Mrs. Annie Harmon act.
3. The veteran must conform to
spent Friday_sternoon with Mr;.,,
the state licensing regulations. and
Bess Linville and John.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar •St. John his eligibility for driving has to be
and baby, and Obie Hart spent adjucated by VA.
4. The veteran must be separatSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Boned from service and has claim comnie 'St! John.
Mr. and * Mrs. Clifton Farris of pleted by June 30, 1947.
Under this program, the veteran
Long . Beach, Calif., were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Zelna may apply for a new or used automobile. station wagon. jeep, truck,
Farris and daughter.
Sunday gucsts were Mr:" and tractor, or any other form of conMrs. Edgar Guerin, Mrs. Adds veyance.
•
•'
Farris and Trandson.
Funeral Expenses For Veterans
Mr. and Mrs. r. H. Spiceland
Ohio-Michigan-Kentucky Branch
and Mr. and Mrs. Boss Laycock
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sills- and Office of the Veterans Administration in Columbus, Ohio, today outfamily Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goheen of lined four specific benefits which
Calvert City visited Mr. and Mrs. are available upon the death of a
Culp over the week-end.
war veteran. TheVA is authorized
law to pay up to $150 for funeral
Mrs. Lee Vickers is sufering
with rheumatism. Mrs. Dorothy and burial expenses of a veteran.
Domillue and children visited Mr. provide an American flag for burial
;old Mrs. Vickers two days last purposes. -arrange for interment in
week.
a national cemetery, and provide a
grave marker. Applications for any
one of the four benefits may be
procured from any Veterans Administration office, from service organizations and from chapters of
By Mrs. A. L. Bkzzell
the American Red Cross. Benefits
are available only when the veterClello al Sanders has returned
an has been discharged under conhome from the hospital.
ditions other than dishonorable.
Sunday afternoon callers in the
home of Mrs. Mattie Jones -were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Paschall of
Benefits For U. S. ‘'et', With
Paducah. Mr. and
Mrs. Yewell
Service in Canadian Forces
Lamb
and Mr. and
Mrs. Sell
An America n citizen who served
in the Canadian armed forces durMr. and. Mrs. Bob Guthrie and ing the war:
, and who received grat'daughters sent Suisdajt allernonh- uities as a veteran under the Canarid night with Mr. and Mrs. adian laws, is not barred from cerLyman Dixon and Dale.
tain benefits under the G I. Bill.
Mrs. Layton Youngblood spent
Nbinday with, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Shankles.
Mr. and Mrs Allen Page visited
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Darnell visitIlelp Them Cleanse the Blood
ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
of Harmful Body Waste
Walter Marine and Mrs. Margaret
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from the biood stream But
Jones. Sunday.
kidneys sometimes lag in their work do
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lee Elliott
not aet as Nature intended --fail to remove impurities that, if retained. may
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
poison the eyeless and upset the whole
Willie Elliott and children of
body machinery.
Symplonis may be nagging backache,
Florida visited in the borne of
rweent headache, attack, of disziness,
Mrs. Mtittie Jones . and Lois one
getting. up nights. •tvelling, •pufbnens
tinder the eyes .• feeling of nervnus
day the past week.
anxiety and lom of pep sod strength.
Mrs. Novice Rtigers is improved.
Other sign• of kidney or bladder disorder are Nomut Imes burning, scanty or
Mr. arid Mrs. Earl Lamb and
tun frequent urination.
family Sp, nt Sunday with Mr. and
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. t'se
Mrs. Gill Watson and family.
Does.
.Pate. Domes have been winning
new friends for more than forty years,.
Mrs. Hassie Cloys and
Bun
They base a nstior.-wide reput•tion.
Smith have moved to their new
Are reeommendoel by gratelnl people the
country titer. Ask soar mightier!
home. .•

r Coldwater News

------ according to VA officials at the
Branch 6 office in Columbus,
Ohio.
The veteran who received a cash
bonus and `a "re-establishment
credit" in an equal amount from
the Canadian government, is eligible for a VA loan guarantee as provided by the American laws This
decision ,clarifies the amendment to
the G. I. Oil] that stated: "American
citizens who served in allied forces
in the war are entitled to certain
G. I. benefits if they have not received 'the same or similar' benefits from the nation.' in
whose
forces they served, and if they are
residing in the United States."
Benebta, under the Canadian law
are a cash lamus, based on letugth
and toce of service, and an eq(41
amount in the form of a "re-estab!
lishment tredit.- On
basis, the
VA decision ruled that a guaranteed loan. which the veteran is committed ti, repay with interest, is not
"similar- to the Canddian gratuity.

PACE
nurses' corps,

and commissioned
physical therapists, dietitians and,
medical officers.
• •

Questions and Answers .
Q. If I take a part-time job, will
tfiV• Veterans Administration 'cut
the amount of subsistence I receive
under Public Law 346?
A. No, as long as your subsistence allowance, and your wages
together do not equal more than
$200 a month if you have a dependent, or $175 per month if you are.
without dependents. Your subsistence allowance may be reduced
as much as'necessary to meet this
limitation.
Q. Does the fact that I receive
other income have any bearing on
the amourneof compensation I get as
a veterans with a service-connected
disability?
A. No. Since your • compensation is for a service-connected disabiRty, the amount of income you
have will not generally affect the
• • •
amount of compensation allowed
Use VA Form 336 For Beneficiary you.
•
Q. Wpat is the latest date on
Change
Veterans interested in changing which a veteran can begin a course
beneficiaries 'on National Service of education or take an on-the-job
Life Insurance arid U. S. Govern- training course under the provisment Life Insurance policies, were ions of the Servicemen's Readjustcautioned to be sure of the correct ment Act?
procedure, 'VA's Columbus 10.1 - A. A course of education or onthe-job training under the ServiceBranch Office announced today.
Scanty information is one of the men's Readjustment Act may be
prime headaches" encountered by., started not later than four s years
all VA insurance Offices. -Their -after the end of the war or date of
files conliain 150,000 Johnsons, 120.- discharge, whichever is later.
Q. I am an honorably discharged
Browns. and 13.000 John Smiths.
8,000 of them without middle in- veteran of World War II and have
re-eirlisted in the army for 18
itials.
Completion Id VA, Form 336 as- rnoliths. I would like to buy a
sures all of the information needed home now with a G. I. loan for
for a properly completed change of my own use after my enlistment
beneficiary. The forms may be se- is up. My wife and children would
secured directly or by writing to live in irTf I am transferred away
front - home. Can I get a G. I. loan
the nearest VA office.
for this?
. •
A. You are eligible for a G. I
G. I. Rights For 'tiale Veterans
Female veterans of World War II loan.

are entitled to the same benefits
provided by the G. I. Bill as male
veterans-it was emphasized today
by the Veterans Administration
Columbus Branch Office for Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky.
Under the G. I. Bill, women vetWe Can Do All Types of
erans are entitled to education and
training, guarantee of loans, readPlumbing and Repairing
justment allowances, including aid
for self-employment and job-find-.
We will appreciate your
ing assistance. Women veterans atbusiness
tending school or in job-training
status are entitled to subsistence allowances of $65, monthly without
dependents and $90 a month with
dependents. They are eligible for
disability compensation. hospitalization. and National Service Lib
surance
Women veterans eligible for benR. C. CHANDLER
Wits include former members ii SCOTT FITTS
the Wiles. Waves. Spars. Marines. 1100 West Poplar
Phone 62)

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

FITTS & CHANDLER

School Days Here Again ...
Schools use more than half of all state, county,
and city taxes, regardless of whether one has anyone to send to school, because education is for the
common good of the country.
Real estate is taxed only 5 cents per hundred
for state purposes, so all the taxes on real estate is
for county and city purposes, and should be assessed at a higher valuation for better schools and
better rural roads, as the motor taxes build and
maintain the State roads.
Education makes a more active mind, a great
benefit to all walks of life, does not always add
to better morals, as the educated meet on common
grounds in the use of profanity with the uneducated; profanity on the increase for the last half century in common use on the streets and in public
places in the presence of the youth and women,
and engaged in by some women, even in public
places. Fifty years ago, use of profanity in public
places was not tolerated. (Maybe an educational
campaign would help).
Some make excuses for profanity, but none acceptable. It seems that if profanity was withdrawn from the vocabulary of many, even some
so-called educated people could not carry on a
conversation.
We hope there is coming some kind of a crusade
against the use of profanity, especially in public
places. Of course there are some other unspeakable words and phrases that go along with profanity.
Talking shop, there was a time when a prominent
man said what America needs is a good nickel
cigar, so history repeats itself, but now is added
to that list $2.50 white shirts, $1.50 work shirts,
long underwear, $1.00 work gloves, and many
other every day necessities.
Flood control does not bother with showers.
OPA should not bother with many small items, preventing the manufacturer of many small necessities, but allowing the manufacture of many unnecessary items in place of necessary things. These
unnecessary things are ceiling free and more profitable to manufacture than useful items that are
under ceilings.
We have received twenty-five 11-4 Bed Spreads,
some Piece Goods, a big lot of Men's. Women's
and Children's every-day Shoes, showing a little
better quality but nothing to brag about. We hope
to get shoes in the spring that we can recommend
for reasonable wear.
Come a frost, people will brace themselves for
the shock, with little to choose from — better be
looking.
Come in to see what we have to offer.

T. 0. TURNER

When "That Man" Blows His Whistle—

Watch Your
Kidneys!

Your Clothes
Need Our
SANITONE
DRY CLEANING
to be Ready for Fall'!
ALL SPOTS REMOVED Si
.. Not just ordinary spots, hut even perspira
stain and odor are removed with Sanitone dry
cleaning!

This e thousand persons attend- •
ed the annual picnic of the Bal1
I (• • •
Bin-can
—

DOAN'S PILLS
,.4.,

TUNE.4N
SATURDAY - NIITE

YOU CAN DO THIS FOR
YOURSELF

JUDGE

PRESS HOLDS LONGER Vi
... so important to that well-groomed look. It's

JOHN S. COOPER

THERE'S NO DRY4 CLEANING ODOR V,
more? Discerning men and women
will appreciate this extra plus.

we say

Boone Cleaners
441ednite4 * NATItINAL ASSOCIATION

DYER4 ANIfahNLIHIS -•*

We will be glad to cheek your brakes at any time, without cost to you ... it takes only a couple of
minutes and may save you considerable time and money. Bring ,vour Ford "back home" today!

Special Ford Brake

... just Wait 'til you see the difference. Garments
are coaxed back to the full splendor of their original color, look neuer—longer.

... need

One Of the best breaks a fellow will ever get is to have GOOD BRAKES on his car when a traffic
violation ticket—or even worse, the danger of hurting himself or someone else—is right out there in front
cf him. Then he appreciatcs just how smart it is to cht•ck brakes regularly . . . how important it is to
keep them in perfect condition.

SEPT.,. 21

ORIpINALI COLORS REVIVED V4

amazing, the difference that Sanitons dry cleaning
makes!

Can You
Stop
Your Car?

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR

An easy way of making a "quick
check" of your brakes is to depress the,
brake pedal as far as it will go and
measure the distance between the bottom of flte-'pedal and the flopr board.
If this distance is one inch or less, your
brakes need attention immediately . .
you can't depend on them in an emergency!

U. S. SENATOR
On ALL
Kentucky Radio Stations

at

HERE'S WHAT WE DO. .
• Remove all wheels
• Clean brake drums
• Replace lining
using Genuine Ford Lining
• Clean, repack and adjust front wheel
bearings
• Adjust brake pedal
• Free tip and lubricate brake shoes
• Check brake fluid
• Road test

AT A COMBINATION PRICE

INCLUDING

WHAS

Relining Job

8:15 P. M.

WE USE GENUINE
FORD PARTS

Billington-Jones Motor Co., Inc.
MURRAY KY

PHONE 170

'11

v

•
•

COPY F4WED
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last week
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Sunday evening at the Almo at the home of Jesse McClure and few days. Hobart Todd and son,
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Almo News

School

Blood River News I Find Way to Keep
'Land in Tobacco

"Aaftv

very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold hfaupin
and son moved Monday afternoon
to Harrison Apartmentss on West
Main.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Outland
and son who spent the past few
days with Mrs. Outlands aunt and
uncle. Mr. ahd Mrs. Melburn Bur.
Chum Of Cadiz. returned to their
home at Pottertown Friday.
Mrs. Johnnie Barrow of Paducah
is now
visiting relatives and
firends at Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Simmons

and son, Mr. and Mrs. Oren Bucy
and daughter were at Murray Saturday.
"cla
Hello, "Ole Maid". We missed
Are you
your letters recently.
Come
still livirq$ down there?
oil with more good news!
E. H. Simmons. Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Thorn and children were the
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Everette Bucy.
Little Miss Mary Ann Thorn
was the guest of her grandmother,
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons, Monday.
Kentucky Belle

"N

ATTENTION

Tobacco Growers!

Man Raises His Arms
Above His Head For
First Time In Years

At a joint meeting of warehousemen, buyers and other
dealers of fire and air-cured tobaccos, held in Murray,
Kentucky, on September 18, 1946, attended by representatives of Mayfield and Murray Tobacco Boards of Trade,
it was concluded that all dealers, warehousemen, County
Extension Agents, Vocational Agricultural Instructors
and other farm leaders should encourage tobacco growers to strip their own tobacco, as public stripping organizations would not be operated by warehousemen and
others this year, due to critical shortage of qualified labor
in Mayfield and Murray available for stripping and classing dark fired and dark air-cured tobaccos.

Kentucky Bell's News
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WELCOME TO THE

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
, BE SCRE30 ATTEND THIS PROGRESSIVE MOVE
, IN A,iiROGRESSIVECOUNTY

. as low as

. . 4 Pieces

to

I akf (Ar, ui

Member FDIC°

• PLATFORM ROCKERS

• BREAKFAST SUITES

• CHAIRS

• DINETTE SUITES

IMMEDIATE
SERVICE

• BEDS

skilled workers

• LAMPS

• CLOTHES HAMPERS

• CEDAR CHESTS

• CLOTHES BASKETS

• CHESTS OF DRAWERS

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 50 MILES
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COME IN EARLY WHILE SELECTION IS GOOD!

Billington -Jones
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• STORAGE CHESTS
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• DESKS

Genuine
Ford Parts

, East Main Street
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• SOFA BEDS

Motor Company

"Let's Lime Every'Acre of Cropland in Calloway County"
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2:00
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brig in your
Ford car or
Ford truck

BANK of MURRAY
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USE YOUR BANK
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We are offering our warehouse stock of merchandise at REDUCED
PRICES for immediate delivery. Get your House Furnishings NOW.
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Rhodes-Burford Co. Mayfield
Store Must Vacate Its
Warehouse by October 1st!
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MAYFIELD and MURRAY
TOBACCO BOARDS OF TRADE
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READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
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Signed

Here's Good News For You!
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It was the opinion of several attending the meeting that
the cost of having tobacco stripped by commercial strippers in the past had been very expensive to growers because of the manner in which it was generally stripped
and prepared for market. It was pointed out that the net
returns of many crops of tobacco stripped by public organizations might be from $2.60 to $5.00 per hundred
more than if properly classed and prepared for market
by growers, in addition to the saving of approximately
$2.00 per hundred cost for stripping, other than at home.

OF PROPERTY PRESUMED 1
ABANDONED
As of July 1, 1946
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